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AirBorne Windsports - Unit 12/30 Kalaroo Road , Redhead, NSW, Australia 2290 Telephone Int: +61 (049) 499 199 Fax Int: +61 (049) 499 395

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or club.

Skysailor
Official Publication Of The
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
r appears 12 times per year as a serto members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the ' material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

Skysallor Contributions
All Sky.allor contributions to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066)285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles comlngll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

ADDRESSES
DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month's
Issuel) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSlRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Andrew Humphries Ian Jarman
093816053 AH
069472888
018917537 BH

Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
(042) 971923
Pres. James Nathaniel
Northern NSW Region 19 Gladswood Gds,
Double Bay NSW 2028
Sec. Steve Hocking (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
Sth aid
PO Box 3496
PO Box 149
Kenmore a 4069
Manuka 2603
Sec. Gary Ulley
Phil Pritchard
(06) 2925302
018 761193
Pres. Phil Robinson
James Christenson,
018625181
Sec. &PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788W
Nth ald:12 VanEldik Av
HGAWA
Andergrove a 4740
Pres. Fran Wing
PO Box 82
(079) 574330
South Perth 6151
Sec. Michael Dorrough
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
(079) 552913
(09) 2746014
VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

PG Convenor
Stuart Andrews
POBox9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Chris Brandon, Convener, Merewether 049631221
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049 499199
Kevin Magennis, Safety, Taree 065 565265
Joe Scott, Competitions & PR, Byron Bay 066
842616
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Johanne Parniczky, Secretary, Newcastle, Ph 049
375556

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, ' Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar
Australian Open video
HGFA windsocks, multicoloured with HGFA logo

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
19.95
39.95
40.00

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Canungra Hanj.
Gliding Club ( ris .)
Pres. Ken Gibson
(07) 8482795
Sec. Sonia Jones
(075) 762225

Kosciusko AI~lne
Paragliding C ub
Pr. Guenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
06 2359011

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Alf p~er
(043) 6312 8
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tug~erah
Lakes Mem C ub

North East Victorian
HGClub Inc
Pres Tony Dennis
057623292
Sec John Adams
057572945

mawarra Hanp,
GlldlnM Club nc
Meet: Ilawarra
Yacht Oub 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042~71852

Sec arwick Kelly
(042) 261707
St&nwell Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943699
meet 7 . 30~m 1st Sun
ea month elensburgh
Workers' Oub
Gladstone HG Club
31 Wilson St
Gladstone a 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
(079) 722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kennedy
079781329
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Caims
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton

(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Neva Bull
049573069
'PG' Ian Ladyman
(049) 498946

(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480
ASSOC(NS~

Pres. Craig orth
(065) 592713
Sec. Grant Armstrong
~65) 537095 H
x (065) 835972 W
Ben Leonard
(065) 821966

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432

Lower Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres. David Middleton
(02) 6236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
(02) 7249602

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
Sec. David Jones
1048) 611699W
048) 894182H

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
~79) 287858
haneNewell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

Sky HI$lh
Paragliding Club
Pres. Ken Mitchelhill
(03l8192717 ah
(03 2882480 bh
Sec. Christine Danger
(054) 283185 ah

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
Richmond

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
(066) 215725
'3ec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meetlstWed
each month

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
(03) 7353095
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Ulydale (n. rail line)

Calms Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
NevAkers
(070) 512438 W
Marjorie Beattie
(070) 995585 H

Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tchan
(09) 3845328

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson

Skysailor needs your
photos and articles!!

Mid North Coast HG

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton
(077) 733580
Tres. Brad Cooper
(077) 792353
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. David Redman
(079) 552740
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
(079) 552913
Great Lakes HGC
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Bailey
065547600
Fx 065 554855

Cover Photo
Aerial view of "Landscape",
Victoria - photo by Hamish Barker
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Phone/Fax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Address:

Name:

PhoneHm

. Occupation:

. State:

.Wl<

. Sex: M/F

Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature: .
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$ 125 12 months (FULL) Membership
$ 115 (Nth·NSW) 12 mths AJLL Membership
$ 135
$20
$50
$25
$45
$45

4

(SA) 12 mths fULl.. membenhip

PHG Pilots Operational Levy
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Rejoining Administration Fee
Short Term Membership (4 months)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)

$15

Trial/lnstructioo al Aigbt (TIf)
7 Days total available throu gh instructors only

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12 issues)"Skysailor' Subsai pti oo (Nonfl y)

SKYSAILOR

Oveneas (sent SAL)
Oveneas (Sent Airmail)
FAlLi cence

PHG Ops Manual
Cam pa Manu al
Tow Manual s
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work. You may decide to take the plunge and
join your club's committee in the New Year.
While such positions can be demanding and
frustrating, committee work can also be very
rewarding since you are giving something
back to the sport.
The Festive season (or silly season as some
say) is upon us and while there is lots offlying
to be had, there is usually lots of partying as
well . Remember that alcohol stays in the
bloodstream a lot longer than we think (some
studies have proved 72 hours!!) and affects
our judgement. Be safe and don't fly with a
hangover!

__IIL..>..-----"_

This month we have a bumper issue of 52
pages for you to enjoy and there is something
for everyone. There's articles on paragliding,
hang gliding and powered hang gliding. The
Canungra Club has shown us how to organise
and run a very successful Regional Titles.
Their short, but humorous, story belies the
huge amount of effort put in by many pilots,
their families and friends over the months
leading up to the event. It is also excellent to
see the business community supporting such
an important hang gliding event.
Don't miss the article on volunteers in sport.
If your club is like most in which I have
participated, you will probably agree that
10% of the members are doing 90% of the

Also on Christmas matters: don't forget
your landowners! A little something in appreciation of the use of their land and roads
goes a long way towards retaining our sites.
Without the good will of these people there
would be no hang gliding as we know it.
Life is hectic in the Jeffery/Wilson
household at the moment with a new
daughter, Tanya, who arrived on 23 October
- she did oblige by doing so in between
Skysailor issues! Greg is recovering after his
hang gliding accident at Kyogle during the
Fairymount Festival Flyin and we'd like to
thank all the people who helped us out, with
packing up the glider and returning it, and for
the many calls from concerned well-wishers.

It serves to remind us that we are involved

with a great group of people all sharing a
terrific sport.
I'd like to thank everyone for their support,
contributions and appreciation of the effort
that goes into each Skysailor, and I wish you
all a safe and happy Christmas.
Marie Jeffery

How do Swing put so much

in the Ilag?
The excellence that distinguishes Swing Paragliders begins with the robust and practical
carry bag that all Swing Paragliders come in. And Swing paragliders perform, the 1992
Australian Nationals were won by a stock Swing Prisma. Compare these Swing features:
Performance: 7.5+ Glide ratio without sacrificing stability and safety to high aspect ratio.
Handling:
The light and responsive handling combined with comfortable brake handles makes
thermaling easier and long flights more enjoyable.
Time tested and proven. Diagonal braced Rip Stop Nylon 6.6, Dyrieema lines.
Materials:
Smooth top surface achieved through a four riser system to evenly distribute weight.
Profile:
p

Swing Axis -Intermediate .
Performance and Stability
Excellent glide, Speed System included in price
ACPUL all A's (with Speed System)
Swing Prisma - Advanced
Top speed of 48kph
Speed system included in price
Sizes 24, 26, 29

Standard: DHV Gutesiegel
Prices start at $3599

December 1992

Now available for trial and purchase
through the manufacturer's agent in Australia.

Cristine McMillan PH (03) 598 8923 BH (03) 661 2828
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I was Brian Fell once; and so were many
other pilots. I even wrote a letter to the HGFA
asking for a copy of the OPS MANUAL
approximately two and a half (2 11h) years
_ - - " " 7 '1 ago. I received a similar response to Brian:
short staffed, no volunteers etc. But things
did improve.
Last year I received a bright shiny white
covered folder called "PILOT HANDL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----' BOOK". It was EMPTY. That's right! Not a
Dear Marie
page in it. But there was a 'postick' attached
I was recently involved in an accident at
to it telling me the contents would "follow
Eungella. I am writing to thank all the people
soon". They didn't.
involved in my rescue and care after the acciIt should be obvious to any objective obdent. I was constantly surprised by the numserver that this series of events surrounding
ber of visitors and well wishers I had whilst
the OPS MANUAL must be addressed
in hospital and in the subsequent weeks. I
properly. I would rather know if! can land at
guess I expected lots of knockers and finger
an Authorised Landing Area (uncontrolled
pointers, fortunately there were only of
aerodrome) than read the minutes of the
couple of these!!
AGM. And I am convinced that the OPS
The whole experience has brought home to
MANUAL will contain far more information
me how fine a line we tread each time we fly .
related to safe flying procedures than the
It has also shown me what a great group of
AGM details (which are boring, and regularly
people I share the sport of hang gliding with.
take up Skysailor space).
Once again I extend my thanks to all the
The OPS MANUAL may not prevent inpeople who have helped my recovery to be so
juries or save lives, as many accidents are not
successful. Fingers crossed, I'll see you in the
related to operations. However, if a serious
sky soon.
accident or flying breach does occur as a
Fran Wing
result of a prohibited operation, the HGFA (in
Letter to The Editor
general) is not going to look good when it
I read in the October Skysailor that Steve
does not have an OPS MANUAL in circulaRuffels and yourself were concerned about
tion to its members.
the recent safety standards being breached
Whilst also on safety, M. Shyne expressed
and that our recent safety record has
his anger at being "sniggered-at" for making
deteriorated. Steve urged us to "READ &
a mistake by some ex-super hero and his little
STUDY" the OPS MANUAL.
mates(?) at Stanwell.
Brian Fell in the same issue, somewhat
sheepishly asks for a copy of the OPS
MANUAL ( or even an old one) and gets a half
page response effectively telling him to write
it.
Basically, it appears to me that this situation
is simply not acceptable if the HGFA are
serious about limiting the perceived slackness
of our flying guild.

My experience has been that few pilots
actually tell other pilots that they have stuffed
up. Safety officers do - they have to - it's part
of their duties. But human nature dictates that
we all (at some time) have a harmless, maliceless chuckle at other pilots' mistakes. Crickey, we don't want to psycho-analyse every
little mistake and relay it personally to the
unfortunate perpetrator. However, major

Attention! New!
HGFAFax&AH
answer machine
number 069 474328
dangerous and irresponsible actions which
could bring the HGFA into disrepute should
be addressed.
Does the HGFA have a policy in relation to
disciplinary action against such pilots? Or is
it in the OPS MANUAL that I haven't got.
Frankly Marie, whilst the HGFA does
seemingly nothing about the lair pilots, there
is a probability that some pilots will copy cat
such lairs, further jeopardising safety standards. It is no use HOPING things will improve. The HGFA must provide a deterrent to
provide incentive to improve safety, as well
as information for those interested pilots to
read (whom are still concerned with safety).
~ about safety is good. But an OPS
MANUAL is better. Come on HGFA - get
serious. Remember, you even get safety instructions with a set of roller skates.

Georgie Cross
P.S. Brian Fell is not a suitable name for a
pilot of any sort. Suggest you change it to
Brian Rose.

To The Editor
Just before the "Gillies" comp one of our
overseas visitors asked me if! could lend him
a UHF radio for the compo His name is "Reihner" and he is from Germany. I did and he
seemed very appreciative. The agreement
was he could borrow the radio until the comp
was over and then take it to the Eungella
compo At the competition he agreed to give
it to one of the Cairns pilots to return to me,
or mail it back. But here it is 11th ofthe 11th
and no radio. Well if you are out there reading
this please send it back and restore my faith
in travellers. If you have purchased the
"Electrophone TX475" then give us a ring on
018772887.
Thank you
Paul Stuart

Dear Editor
I would like to thank all the pilots who
responded to my letter last month regarding
the "Christian Flyers" group. It is open to all
HGFA members, not just hang glider pilots.
So if powered flight or paragliding is your
style, contact me, and be in an exciting part
of the future of your sport.
Yours faithfully
Ian Lobb
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Congratulations to Canungra Hang
Gliding Club
A new standard was set in competition organisation this year in October at the S.E. Qld
titles. The whole club banded together all
their resources to run the Championship over
8 days for 6 successful competition rounds.
The prize money was the best we've seen
since the Blue Stratos XC Classic in 1985,
with a total of over $10,000 in cash plus
sponsor prizes to the value of $.4,000.
Everyday at the morning briefing prizes
were given out for individual efforts (not all
of the hang gliding variety), and I think the
saying, every child player wins a prize, was
quite appropriate. To single out a few of the
most active organisers that I saw, many
thanks to Richard and Sue Nevins (married
by the time this is published),Dave Staver and
Linda. The Durand Family for the fantastic
trophies, best I've seen anywhere in the
world. Alf Carter who once again launched
everybody successfully and picked me up
everyday.
The H.Q. was also good and a bar and meals
were also often available. Local businesses
also financially backed the event, and in
retum received a framed photo with plaque
declaring them as a sponsor. Naturally the
H.G. pilots patronised these establishments
and will continue to even when there is not a
competition on.
The 3 stage prize giving, with a band playing in between, was also a great success.
Richard has informed me that moves are already being made to come up with more
sponsorship for the 1993 event. This could
quite possibly attract some overseas interest
from the likes of Tomas Suchanek (world
champion) and many others when they hear
about the flying, prize money and fun to be
had.

that had previously delayed a full inspection
of the glider. The removal of the leading
edges was a straightforward affair. I easily
slipped off the outer right leading edge and
hadn't even finished my first can of Coke
before I was inspecting the inner section for
the visible dimple that was all I believed I'd
find. Then I saw it - a dent the size of a 20 cent
coin in the most stressed section of the leading
edge! !twas like a bad dream. The area around
it was crazed with the telltale signs offatigued
metal and, although I'm not an Aeronautical
engineer I knew I could have been flying a
time bomb. I don't know when it could have
happened as I'd never actually hit anything
with that part of the kite - I would prefer to
think that it was a storage accident or maybe
a mate had dropped something on it while it
was stored in the garage and not told me. I just
don't know. The insidious thing is that it was
located where it couldn't be seen during a
casual inspection and wasn't obvious when
running my hands down the leading edge
during the regular preflight. I guess the mylar
had prevented me noticing it or I wasn't
meticulous enough.
After settling down I disassembled the
remainder of the glider and discovered more
damage. A slight bend to the outer left leading
edge mllY have been the cause of a tendency
of the glider to favour one direction tum over
the other. The bend was enough to produce
barely discernible waves on the inside radius
of the bend - a telltale sign the aluminium had
been stressed beyond repair. I quickly placed
an order to the Enterprise Wings factory
through a local agent and was grateful for the
prompt delivery of all the parts. While I was
at it! ordered a new set of sidewires and a few
new upright end pieces as cheap insurance.
Also in preparation for the flying season, I
sent my parachute and pod to a licensed
parachute repacker to be inspected and
repacked, and to stitch my jack-knife pouch

to the pod itself. To add to my shock, I was
advised that the 'chute may not have worked
in an emergency as it had been repacked
incorrectly. Additionally, the cord that pulls
the apex down had been cut to enable the
chute to be repacked easier, returning it to an
inferior standard design and increasing the
opening time dramatically. I've since had
these faults corrected but the whole affair has
shaken me somewhat.
I thought structural failures only happened
during aerobatics or on incorrectly assembled
or inferior kites. The Combat wa~ only a
couple of years old and I didn't think it warranted a major service. I'd delayed a full
inspection as I saw it as only something the
super-keen pilots would do. Anyway, I didn't
really expect to find any damage as I hadn't
had anything more serious than a light nosein. WRONG! All pilots should inspect their
airframe before the flying season, or whenever they have a reason to suspect its integrity.
If someone else transports or stores it, if you
have a prang or it falls off the roof racks, take
a few minutes to pull the leading edges out,
inspect them and have a friend check your
work before you refit the sail. Honestly, it
only takes an hour or so and is the cheapest
insurance I know. Manufacturers could help
by providing breakdown drawings and instructions for the inexperienced. I know
Moyes provided an excellent manual with my
Mission which provided almost all the
production drawings for the airframe. In fact,
I believe the HGFA should urge all clubs to
organise a 6 monthly maintenance day with
dealers and experienced pilots on hand.
I'm looking forward to the Victorian flying
season now with complete confidence in my
equipment and a healthier respect for the need
for preventative maintenance. Don't learn the
hard way, when in doubt, check it out.
Ken (Hi Ethel) Crowe, 33999 •

David Middleton launching from Blackheath's westerly ramp

Thanks again for setting a great example.
Drew Cooper

Dear Marie and Friends
I don't normally write letters to Skysailor but
I believe that one is now warranted. A few
weekends ago I decided to inspect the
airframe of my Combat 152, to check on a
mark on the inside leading edge that I thought
may compromise the strength of the airframe.
I never really believed I would find anything
seriously wrong and perhaps it was this belief
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1993 Australian Hang Gliding Open
8th to 16th January 1993
Registration deadline: 22.00 hours, 7 January 1993
Competition days: 8-16 January 1993
Closing ceremony: 20.00 hours 17 January 1993
Open and B grades, single group
$A 120 entry fee
Further details contact Wesley Hill, 33 Moselle St, Box Hill North
Vic 3129

1993 Corryong Cup
9 - 11 January 1993 with 8 as a fly-in day
Entry $30
N.B. We may have to restrict the number of entries to 50 pilots! So
please record your name and details prior to the 1st of January 1993
with either Debbie Nathaniel (042) 971923 or George Barrie on (042)
855567

Flatlands 1993, 10th Anniversary
Forbes
"/ wanna be a Safety Officer like you dad ... So / can give
a ticket to those people parked in the sky too long ... 1

20 - 29 January 1993
$165 entry fee, $150 if paid before end October
Minimum of 4 pilots per team paid to allocate strip
Entries to Lynn Giffin, Court St, Forbes NSW 2471, Ph: 068 523899,
Fax: 068 523481

Rainbow Beach Competition
Commences 27 December for 3 flying days.

Australian Paragliding Open 1993

The best social competition in Australia.
Bring your tow bridle.
Enquires phone: Ron Rimkus (074) 82 1664.

30 January 1993 to 7 February 1993
Mt Cole area, Beaufort, Western Victoria
HQ: Raglan Hall next to camping ground

Bogong Cup 1993
First competition in the Australian Summer Series
Date: 28.12.92 to 5.1.93
Cost: $A80
Maximum number of pilots: 120
30 places reserved for C grade pilots until 30.11.92
Places allocated on receipt of entry fee
HQ: Bogong Hotel Tawonga Victoria
Last Registration: 27.12.92
Minimum pilot rating: intermediate with inland flying experience.

Pilot rating: Advanced or intermediate with thermalling experience
Categories: Open, national A grade, national B grade, national ladies,
club national
Entry: $94 inc. comp T-shirt, Saturday night party (food, drinks,
band) + lots more!
Late entry after 31.12.92 - $115
Number of pilots limited, first in, first served!
Send your cheque payable to: Australian Paragliding Open, 27 Oberon
Ave, E. Hawthorne Vic 3123

Please note: The Women's Open 1993 will be run in
conjunction with the Bogong CUp. The winner of the Ft])?) ?>? 2TJ5TI1w§JiW70 ,.,."."" •.";."",." ,.."".~",,.:.
Women's Open 1993 is the woman pilot who places :
highest in the final results.

sup·'·i·· · ~· ~'· ·;· ' ~~~I!~I~!ll~~

Prizes
donatedWings,
by: Airborne
Windsports,
AirHote~ L
port,
Enterprise
Moyes Gliders,
Bogong
Carlton United Breweries, Sjostrom Instruments, Aus· ••..•.•••••• • '•.
sieBorn

Entries: North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club Inc, 2U• •·~
· •• :.t·l;fHiii~<':f
Drummond St, Tawonga, Vic 3697
) .'
Enquiries: Bob Daley, Cheyne Rd, Greta West Vic 3675, };.
ph 057 276302 AH or John Adams, 2 Drummond St, :.,
Tawonga Vic 3697, ph 057 572945 AH
· :>I,nlflruaIlj:l.~tr~q~9i~.·.G!j\@i~¢iii$. C

S
•••

New Zealand Hang Gliding Championships
27 December 1992 - 8 January 1993
Iwl;~~;II~g~j~T,~\h~~~
For further information phone or write to the organised!
Ross Gaddes, Bossons Rd, Te Aroha, New Zealand, Ph : !.~.[0LrrW~~MrW\tW1-~
07 8848184
1\I~IJIK~~.li:I.1.!
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1993 International Hang Gliding
and Paragliding Meeting
Governador Valadares, Brazil
13 - 20 March Paragliding Cross Country
20 - 27 March Hang Gliding Master Cup
Entry fee: US$ 100 per pilot
Information: Mr Haroldo Castro Neves
Av. Brasil, 2.920 - 5° andar - CEP 35020-070,
Govemador Valadares - MG - Brasil, Ph: (033)
2711333, Fax: (033) 271 6769

Womens Worlds 1993 Japan
19 April - 2 May 1993
Final registration to be made by 20 January
For further information contact Birgit Svens

1993 World Paragliding
Championships
Verbier, Switzerland August 1993

Russell Duncan helps Glen Jones out of his Mission after he
Interested pilots should contact, as soon as poswas "dust devilled" waiting to be towed up during the 1992 WA State Titles. No
sible,
Stuart Andrews, HGFA Paragliding Comdamage to glider, although Glen 's ego was severely dented when everyone refused to
mittee, PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2642, Ph/Fx: 069
help him until several photos had been taken.
484461
Glen went on to take out second place in the Novice section of the competition.
For more information call Charly on 03 8824130 or write to the
above address

1993 Victorian Open Hang Gliding Championships

Australian Competition Calendar
Proposed competition dates for 1993 season
American Cup, 5 to 14 February 1993, limited entry

+

Dates: 13.2 to 21.2.93 - Mt Cole area
Prizes: comprising trophies and donated products will be awarded
to: 1993 Victorian Hang Gliding Champion; 1st place; 2nd place; 3rd
place; 1993 Victorian B grade Champion and 1993 Victorian C grade r;""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""~
Champion.
Entry Requirements: a minimum of Novice rating plus Alpine
endorsement (or overseas equivalent).
Fees: Entry - the competition entry fee is $60 (includes $20 bond)

TEST

Contact: Wesley Hill , VHGA Competition Director, PO Box 400,
Prahran Vic 3181, Ph: (03) 8983251

1993 Western Australian State Titles (WA Open)
Please note Cbange of Dates!!!
20 February - 1 March 1993
Practice/Registration day 19 February
Emergency day/Presentation 2 March
Location: Dalwallinu organised by the Dalwallinu Hang Gliding
Club

If you live in the Sydney area
and are interested in test flying
a crisp new MOYES GLIDER ...

Entry fee: $50, late fee after 1 February $70

Vicki
(02) 387 5622

Contact: Andrew (09) 3816053 or Johnathon 3418328

Australian Paragliding Flatlands
Sat 13th February to Sun 21st February 1993, Forbes area.
Pilots wishing to enter this event will need to organise themselves
into teams of 4 to secure a tow strip.
All pilots ~ possess a tow endorsement and HGFA membership.
The entry fee is $120. Interested pilots should contact Geoff Robertson
on 042 941898 AH immediately .
Please note that Tow Endorsements will be required to enter the
Flatlands Competition which will be run separately from the Hang
GlidingFlatlands Competition. Endorsements in Eastern Australia can
be issued by Brian Webb in Victoria, Mark Mitsos in NSW and Shaun
Keane in ACT.
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The Factory

or

Chris and Dave
(042) 942 545
Aerial Technics
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Executive Director's
Report
HGFA National OfficelExecutive Director
activities;
If it seemed difficult to contact me during
the past 2 months, the report below indicates
the out of office schedule and tasks associated
with those absences. Where my duties
encroach on weekends, (AGM and ASAC
workshops) days or time in lieu are taken.
Some of this has been taken as afternoons off
when the weather promised good flying.
Many of you will have talked to George
Tome, our admin assistant. He is working
afternoons with Tuesday all day. I imagine
George will take a few more of those afternoons off once the weather begins to improve.
His tasks are primarily related to the maintenance of the membership database, processing memberships and pilot certificate
(ratings) applications ...see item #9 Office
Procedures.
September

The month started with preparation for the
very important Annual General Meeting.
I would like to compliment all delegates for
their very business like approach to this meeting, held in not so business like surroundings ....the distractions were substantial, the
venue not entirely appropriate but the work
was completed as per agenda schedule.
The minutes of that meeting are available
from your club and will be summarised in
Skysailor in January.
It is important that you study these carefully, as I am sure that those participating in this
meeting would like to feel that their extensive
debate, consideration and initiatives are important to you the members and that their
efforts are not just appreciated but will result
in benefit to the sport. Following the AGM, I
took the remaining days of my annual leave.
This completed leave allocation for the year
ending November. (2 weeks January, 1 week
May, 1 week September)
October

The ASAC Workshops and Board (Melbourne) meeting were highly productive and
much of the knowledge gained from those is
already being utilised in our on going negotiations with CAA. The Planning workshop
presented by A1 McKinnon of the ASC was a
pre-cursor to a more substantial workshop in
Canberra later this month. These planning
considerations and the reviewing of our own
Development Plan that will result are of great
importance to future ASC funding. Andrew
(president) and myself will be attending to
ensure maximum benefit is obtained both
developmentally and financially.

10

Avalon Airshow (Melbourne)

The HGFA stand at this major event was a
magnificent promotion for our sports. I have
had nothing but compliments from a variety
of sources (CAA, Industry groups, members
etc). Once again on behalf of our sports, many
thanks and congratulations to the Vic HGA
gang (too many to name individually) for the
great effort and persistence through the early
mud and endless stream of visitors and questions. Following Avalon, which I unfortunately missed due to its early bad weather,
I met with our new Broker (Sydney) for
serious discussions on our future insurance
coverage. This meeting was very productive
and we are now awaiting formal response
from the underwriters to our proposals. We
are however on track to deliver a new
coverage as of 1/1/93, based on underwriters
initial quotes of $73,900.

November

This month started with a meeting with the
CAA and Aviation industry in Canberra .... called an Aviation Industry Consultative
Meeting .... the topics covered in this very dry
environment are discussed in Item #5 of complete Bulletin. This was followed by an impromptu meeting of sport aviation
organisations that were represented to further
discuss strategies for continued negotiations
with CAA.
Operations
Manager

Manual/Operations

The Operations Manual has just half an hour
ago (1O/11/92 .. 5pm) hit a rather large snag in
the CAA. We are looking at ways around the
problem but the current situation is that the
Ops Manual must be approved by CAA prior
to release ..... however their priorities at
present would not see it looked at until next
year ...an unacceptable situation I am sure you
all agree. We will keep you informed of how
we side step this obstacle.
Given the AGM's approval of the Ops
Manual "in principle" and its decision to accept the draft with appropriate corrections &
adjustments, we in the office are now working
to this document. Items #9 & #10 indicate
some of the problems the office is forced to
resolve. In the past this has been done in a very
subjective manner as total policy consultation
has been impossible and our old Ops Manual
provided no clear direction or standard. We
are now working to the standards and procedures found in the Draft Ops Manual. Where
no system is yet in place to support those
standards then status quo is maintained, but
wherever possible members will be provided
a photocopy of the relevant section so that
they can comply with it.
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Operations Manager applications closed as
of Friday 13 November. The Executive Committee will consult to establish a short list
from applicants, who may be called to interview. It is anticipated that the position will be
filled and operating by mid-January.
Safety & Policy Issues

I would draw your attention to Item #10.
There are some very serious problems with
certain segments of our organisation. I have
detailed in this section, action taken by this
office to date, for each case presented ..... .!
have de-identified the reports, but REQUEST
THAT EACH REGION CONTACT
ANDREW HUMPHRIES WITH YOUR
RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION.
Andrew can then in consultation with the
Executive provide us with a firm policy and
procedure for handling these matters.
Back-pack power units for Paragliders
Many of our members have express~d concern that by adding such a power unit this
forces them to register, join and licence with
the AUF. We are currently seeking approval
to apply a power endorsement for paragliding
to provide the training and operational requirements for these. I will ask the appropriate
committees to compile a full report on
progress with this issue.
Powerchutes

These are trike/paraglider/parachutes, and
are specifically named in the CAOs as under
the oversight of the AUF. However, groups of
these pilots have expressed a strong desire to
be members of our organisation as they see
themselves more closely aligned with weight
shift PHGs than with standard ultralights. The
PHGcommittee is looking into this matter but
from my chair there will be much antithesis
develop between us and our brother organisation the AUF over this issue. I do not understand why such strong feelings are involved
but it is not conducive to what should be our
ultimate aim of drawing sport aviation closer
together.
Parascenders

This small group of enthusiasts had the rug
pulled from under them mid year. They were
informed by CAA that they fall within the
oversight of the HGFA, if they release from
the tow line. Fortunately this excludes
parasails as they do not release. In conjunction
with the paragliding committee we have established a means for them to come into our
organisation without too many changes to
their current structure and procedures and at
no inconvenience to our system. We hope that
a membership flow on may occur as a result,
especially from the scouting movement.
I would anticipate another Bulletin to be
released mid December, following the CAAs
decisions on Australian Airspace reforms .•:.
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Late Season At Landscape 0

by Hamish Barker
As the secretary of the Monash University
Hang Gliding and Paragliding Club, I take a
fairly balanced view of both forms of flying.
I fly a para glider, and have never tried hang
gliding, but I think that sharing the air with
hangies, wedgies and whatever else is around
is great. I have sometimes accompanied
Dominic (the Club Treasurer) "in search of' a
flight. The last such occasion was at the end
of May. Contrary to the normal rule for flying
excursions "out of season", both of us had
satisfying flights.

The weather forecast was for North to
North-West winds of ten to fifteen knots. At
9 a.m. there was nothing happening in Melbourne. Despite the lack of wind, the clear
blue sky was too much to resist, and I rang
Dominic. He wasn't enamoured with the idea
of sled rides in his Foil. I couldn't see any
problem, any flight is better than nothing
when you haven't flown for a few weeks, but
then I suppose a para glider isn't so hard to
carry back upthe hill after bombing out. "Wait
and see" was Dom's response. An hour of
waiting and seeing the wind pick up to a good
ten knots was enough to motivate us. We'd
very likely fly, perhaps even soar if we ever
found the site.
By 12:30 we were at "Landscape" take-off,
courtesy of Dam's cancerous Cortina. With
1400 ft on a northerly face, and a 1300 ft
Westerly face, Landscape was already looking like a good site. Unfortunately, it is entire-

lyon private land, and the owners don't really
want to know about hang gliders (or
paragliders). Thus it's very fragile, and only
through a lot of hard work and persistent
negotiation by the Eastern Hang Gliding Club
has it come into being. To fly there, you must
have an intermediate rating and be a member
ofthe club. In spite of these wrinkles, the site
is worth the hassle.
A light northerly was blowing square on the
take off, and ridge soaring was looking quite
possible. This was good enough for me: my
glider was laid out and ready before Dom had
stuffed his battens. A girl named Carol, with
matching socks, XACT harness and Foil (all
hot pink - who says paragl iders are excessively fashion conscious?) said, "Excuse me,
could I just jump in ahead of you"? I"m not
sure quite why, I suppose she thought that all
paragliders take ages to take off. Not this
jellyfish, the wind on the take off was just
right. A quick reverse deployment saw me in
the air, going up . Smooth ridge lift floated my
up a hundred feet or so above the ridge. As the
only paraglider there, my inferior performance meant I had the lower half of the lift
band to myself, with all the hangies above me.
Flying back and forth over the gum trees and
granite outcrops, I started taking in the
scenery.
About eight kilometres North-West I could
see Seymour and the smooth curve of the
Hume Highway. To the East a bank offogwas
resting low in the Yea River valley. The sound

of revving engines drifted up through the chilly air. A check of the map later showed this to
be a raceway three kilometres in front of
launch.
After about forty minutes the wind
lightened up a bit, and rather than scratch too
hard, I headed out to land. I raced to fold up
my "lila", for unlike the hangies who had
already landed and faced a long drive back up,
I was walking up for another flight.
Back at the rocky takeoff the wind seemed
to have changed little, perfect for soaring.
Even a couple of wedge-tailed eagles were
enjoying the lift. I took off to join Dominic,
the wedgies and about six other hangies. The
air was colder now, but I didn't mind as the
sunlight was now golden and made for excellent photos.
"I'm going to try a top landing, but I'm a bit
nervous, "yelled Dom as he cruised past. I
watched Dominic line up his approach over
the paddock. He seemed to be coming in
nicely when his glider nosed in. I was relieved
to see Dam emerge soon after. Now it was my
turn. I tentatively approached, expecting turbulence from the scattered trees upwind of the
top landing paddock. I felt nothing but a slight
rustling in the canopy as I dropped through
the wind gradient. Some rabbit holes were
looking like becoming good ankle traps, so I
steered around them. Two steps finished the
day's flying. If only every flying trip could be
as pleasant. +

Sky High Paragliding Club presents

AUSTRALIAN PARAGLIDING NEWS
A comprehensive newsletter based on Sky High's regular club newsletter but restructured into a
national news format. Send now for your free copy of the October issue and subscription details.
The October issue is the 1992/93 Equipment Issue containing a full listing of Australia's paragliding
suppliers and the details of their offerings for the coming season.
Also in this issue:
Canopy Reviews by Club Pilots - Pro Design Challenger and lTV Meteor Gold
Overseas News
HGFA Paragliding News
NSW Open First Round Review
and much, much more
For your free copy, send an A4 sized, stamped (95c), self addressed envelope to:

Australian Paragliding News
P.O. Box 446

KEW Victoria 3101
December 1992
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Triking Update
So you think you know who is the closest
instructor to you ??

Bill Komeef, Gold Coast, phone 018
763680

Last months list was close to the mark with
a few typo errors etc, but now complete with
new addresses for some is the absolute latest
HGFA INSTRUcrOR UPDATE:

S06 Paul Haines, 22 Sheridan Crescent Stanwell Park 2508, Phone 042 943256

CFINO:

NAME & ADDRESS:

S07 Andrew Gengye, PO Box 291 Kings
MeadowTAS 7249, Phone 018131587,
003430803

COl Chris Brandon, Airborne Flight School
36 Windsor St Merewether NSW 2291,
Phone 04963 1221. Facilities approved,
Rutherford.

S09 Bob Silver, 6 Carramar St Tewantin Qld
4546, Ph 074 490065

CO2 Rob Hibberd, C/- Airborne Flight
School, Newcastle.

Sl1 Brian Saunders, 31 Elrington Ave West
Kempsey, NSW 2440, ph 065628415

C04 Joe Scott, Skylimit Sports Aviation
Tyagarah Airfield Byron Bay, Ph & fax
066842616. Facilities Approved.

S12 Tony Dennis, Right Attitude Hang Gliding 140 Clark St Benalla Vic 3672, ph
057623292,018574068

C05 Aden Wicks, Kingswood Rd Orchard
Hills. Facilities pending.

S13 Jamie Buck, "Carinya" Boree Creek
NSW 2652, phone 069 271460

C06 Kevin Maginnis, C/- High Adventure
Airpark Pacific Highway Johns River
(just north of Taree), Ph 065 565265.
Facilities approved.

S14 Luke Carmody, Skywise 92 Rowe St
Eastwood NSW 2122, ph 028745260

C07 Steve Ruffles, Eagle School of Hang
Gliding PO Box 170 Porepunkah VIC
3740, Phone 057 551724. Facilities
pending.
C08 Ian Robinson, Skysurfers PIL "Hi landale 3" Tuerong Rd Moorooduc Vic
3933, Ph 059 788529. Facilities pending.
ClO Larry Jones, Herricks St Sellicks Beach
SA 5174, Phone 08 5563030. Facilities
approved.

SlO Peter Wilson, Airescape C/- Tumut
Aeroclub Tumut NSW, 069471148

S15 Norm Hearn, 50 Edina Rd Ferntree
Gully Vic 3156, operating Hamilton
S16 Gavin Bond, contact Mike Coburn
S17 Johanne Parniczky, Newcastle, Ph 049
375556
Welcome to the list, Gavin and Johanne, we
hope you do well and produce pilots of a first
class standard.
Johanne has also taken on the job of
secretary of the Trike Committee, so please
direct ALL Trike committee queries, complaints or compliments to Jo to pass on.

Cll Mike Coburn, Harewood Airport
Tooradin Vic 3980, Phone 059 983489
\ 018559 596. Facilities approved.

If I still have incorrect details please notify
me of correct details.

C12 John Goodrich, 59 Naples Rd Mentone
Vic, Ph 03 587 5975 Facilities approved.

The weather must be getting better or something as October was certainly one hectic
month!!

ClJohn Amour, 23 Bermude Drive Blackburn South Vic 3130, Phone 03
8022682. Facilities approved.
C14 Anthony Gerrard, PO Box 1740
Wooden ACf 2606, Phone 06 2884877
work, 06 2822464 home. Not approved.
SENIOR INSTRUcrORS
SOl Chris Bolton, "Lowlands" Cook Hwy
Port Douglas Qld 4870, Phone 018
772480, 070 985424
S02 Greg Withers, 4 Turnbury Close Nth
Ringwood Vic 3134 Phone 038763981,
018-381279
S03 Julian James, 54 Arnor St Hornsby NSW
2077, phone 02 4764848
S04 Brod Osborne, 107 Osborne Ave Woodville Park SA 5011, Ph 08 2681625
S05
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WOT'SON ...

Down to Melboring (or whatever they call
it) for the Avalon airshow.
Tried to get some formation practice in at
Benalla. Nice place Tony, excellent airfield
but a bit windy for practice.
Back to Byron and then to Grafton's
Jacaranda festival ... and Kyogle Fairymount
Festival.
AVALON
Billed as the biggest airshow ever in
Australia, it turned out to be the wettest lead
up to any airshow ever! Must admit the
weather for the show itself was perfect.
Two days prior, 50mm of water covered the
grassed runway where all the lighties were to
land, the caravan park was flooded but a chap
with an empty wool storage shed offered it for
the "van park" ... first time ever I've seen an
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indoor caravan park! Big enough to do circuits in and a great atmosphere.
The Trike precision flying team consisted
of Chris Brandon, Kevin Magennis and Joe
Scott from last year's team with Johanne Parniczky filling the fourth position. Johanne is
certainly showing that women are very
capable pilots, so come on girls, don't think
it's just a sport for the boys!!!
Tony Dennis aboard theBlitzcompleted the
team with some high banked manoeuvres off
the aero-tow.
Precision flying itself ain't easy. The leader
has an onerous task of calling the turns accurately, giving his outside man (person) time
to speed up and the inside wing person time
to slow down and keep everything tight.
Keeping it simple is the key and when you
get it right, what a buzz it really is. Wrong and
it looks ****house!
!fyou can get with an experienced instructor
and go for your close proximity endorsement,
do so and another facet of flying opens it's
immense doors.

GRAFf ON
Jacaranda Festival muster time again and
ultralights, gyros and trikes galore. All types
of GA aircraft as well led to tall stories and
true ... But once again the gyros out numbered
trikes well and truly. I've threatened that the
trikes will take over!! So plan this fun one for
next year.
EVANS HEAD
From 31st December to 2nd January 1993
this is proving to be a highlight of the flying
calender. Plenty of room to camp, close to
fuel, excellent beaches and hinterland to explore, lots and lots of aircraft to examine. Put
this one on your calender for Chrissy.
PALMERS ISLAND
Australia Day weekend Jan 1993. More
details as they come to hand but, last year a
lot of fun and good company. Palmers Island
is just west of Yamba on the NSW north coast.
CAIRNS RUN
Being organised by Luke Carmody of
SKYWISE in Sydney and Joe Scott of
SKYLIMIT Byron Bay, (see Stop Press this
issue) we welcome your input and ideas in
preliminary planning. Please contact Luke 02
8745260 or Joe 066 842616 if you are interested and wish to help.
Open to all qualified pilots with a sense of
adventure.
Well that's it for this year!! (where has it
gone?) Have a safe Christmas and lots of
flying. Please remember eyes are upon you as
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_____________________
:LTrilcing
... continued ... :
~

you tryout your flying toys and SAFETY
MUST BE PRIME CONSIDERATION.
Questions will be raised and answered next
year so send in your questions and ideas care
of Skysailor so we can all learn to be better
pilots.

Joe Scott

From The Safety
co-ordinator
Thank you to those who have submitted
accident and incident reports even though
most of which were submitted on plain paper
instead of on the proper accident and incident
report form.
It appears that with this list most incidents
are caused on landing with the basjc roll over.
In most cases pilots are forgetting that these
type of aircraft are top heavy and are taxi-ing
too fast during the tum around, or hitting a
rabbit or wombat hole or etc. on landing and
getting sent out of control. All these reported
incidents happened to pilots with less than 50
hours experience.

REMEMBER: Touch down only when
you are STRAIGHT, exactly where you
WANT to be and right at the STALL point.
If all these things are not just right: GO
ROUND!!
Other incidents happened on the beach
where they have tried to land on too soft sand.
Basic casualties such as bent mast and ubracket and a fractured Keel Roller were the
only damage reported. In this type of incident
it is wise to check your leading edges and keel
as well as the obvious bent items. How come
it is said that there are only two types of trike
pilots? Those who have rolled them and those
who are going to!
IMPORTANT NOTE
On the more serious side, I have had a lot of
reports of engine failure in flight where most
have escaped with out any damage at all due
to the great gliding ability of these aircraft but
the serious accidents happen where this engine out occurs on takeoff.
This happens through many a reason such
as not enough warm up time, forgetting to tum
the fuel on, water or dirt in the fuel line,
improperly mixed or old fuel or bad spark
plugs . These are the most common cause to
date of accidents or incidents on take off and
most people can get away with severe damage
because the engine tends to die slowly.
However there is a more serious problem,
that of sudden stoppage and this has been
occurring with the most popular P .H.G.'s engine, the Rotax engine. The most serious
problem is the big end bearing and this has
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been occurring around the 120 hour mark
although there are reports of these bearings
going as early as 60 hours!
I have had one go on my trike but because I
had been alerted to the problem I kept an ear
out for the sound of a chatting gear box, like
the sound a B type gear box makes, that
alerted me to the problem and I caught it
before it failed completely. If you have experienced a problem with your engine be it
rotax or what ever, let us know so as we know
what to look out for.

Is there any remedies to this problem and
others?
Wouldn't it be great to hear from Rotax
itself about what is causing this problem!

POWERED PARACHUTES
These aircraft are fast becoming very
popular in Australia and unfortunately they
are starting to run into the same bureaucratic
nightmares as the P .H.G's had in trying to be
accepted into the H.G.F.A. or A.U.F. and the
C.A.A. regulations. Fortunately we have done
most of the work and a system is in place that
should allow these aircraft into the system.
However there have been ads in Skysailor
of
uncertified
powered parachutes
and others trying to
buck the system and
therefore are not
gaining the respect
of the Sports Aviation bodies.

in one of my hulls, ready to explore the bays
and inlets on those calm mornings and afternoons, and I would rather be able to do it as a
H.G.F.A. member than have to join another
association. Safe Flying
Kevin Magennis

Registration Changes
As a result of the AGM at Eungella some
changes will be made to the trike registration
system. Registration is now to be on an annual
basis like the HGF A membership. Trikes first
registered before 30 June 1992 will be due for
renewal on 30 June 1993 and trikes first
registered from 1 July 1992 will be due for
renewal 1 year from the registration date.
Because the cost to HGFA, and the services
provided for 95.10 and 95.32 aircraft are the
same, registration fees for 95.10 trikes will be
brought into line with 95.32 trikes. That is, all
trikes registered from 1 January 1993 will be
required to pay:
First year - $100.00 (includes stick-on
registration numbers)
Other years - $50.00
Please note that I have a new phone number.
If you have any queries regarding trike
registrations, I can be contacted between Bam
and Bpm on 079 577142.
Safe flying
Nev Hoger, Trike Committee

+

STOP PRESS

If you are to go
ahead and prosper,
which I think you
should, you must
show that you have a
professional attitude
and are willing to fit
into the Sports Aviation system.
The H.G.F.A.
Trike Committee is
more than willing to
help
Powered
Parachutes in any
way possible to enter
into our association
and develop the
proper training
programs and instruction required .
Asa yachty, I can see
myself with one of
the powered back
pack paragliders
nicely stowed away

+- The X § is now available with

rubber backed uprights as an option
+- The X § 3 142 is here with
7075 Swiss Tubing
AREA:
SPAN:
NOSE ANGLE:
ASPECT RATIO:
GLIDER WEIGHT:
OPTIMUM PILOT
WEIGHT RANGE:
PILOT SKILL:
PRICE:

142 sq ft
32 ft

128 0
7.2
611bs 27.5kg
140-1901bs
Advanced

$4,795.00

Moyes Delta Gliders Ply ltd
173 Bronte Rd, Waverley
N.S.W . 2024 Australia
Tel : (02) 3875622
Fax: (02) 387 4472
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When Is Over The Back Over The Top??
That last step is unbelievable
as you readjust your focus from
your shoe to about 1500 ft
straight down.
Hang glider pilots are similar in many ways
to instinctive migratory birds. They are
motivated seasonally to travel to far off places
in search of sustenance. Similarly, hang glider
pilots are compelled to search out favourable
air in short periods corresponding to long
weekends and festive breaks.
Whereas birds travel thousands of miles to
their pastoral oasis, hang glider pilots usually
only travel the distance of a tank of petrol. In
Victoria, this often corresponds to Bright.
Unlike our feathered flock, whose far off
destination and equation with paradise cannot
be directly observed; forlorn, long faced pilots
can often be seen moping around their hang
glidered vehicles after travelling mammoth
distances only to discover there is no air to be
had: the trip was made in vain.
However, rather than starve from lack of
flying, many pilots head for Mt Buffalo to
launch themselves into apparently unfavourable flying conditions with the wind
over the back.
My observations from the valley floor
showed pilots being repeatedly drilled
towards the ground. But for some inexplicable reason, a few pilots escape the airswatter and ascend skyward to mighty
altitudes.
I pondered this long and hard. How was this
possible? I referred back to my theory books
for an answer. YES! Winds flowing over a
mountain range do form glider clobbering

rotors. Also, at secret gathering; of hang glidingsect meetings I had overheard Chief Pilots
talking quietly in frightening tones about
flying Buffalo with the wind over the back. I
had also heard that negative wind rituals performed by the sect had absolutely no affect on
the mountain known as Buffalo.
It was at that moment, that I decided to
perform my own investigative experiment. It
occurred to me that there may be a mysterious
vertical air column, or even a resident air
elevator perched out in front of the launch.
This would explain how, on many occasions,
pilots and their gliders had simply just disappeared without trace.

After all, there had never been a suitable
explanation for the disappearance of a team
of six Rogallo test pilots from this site in 1946.
Their last radio transmission on empty fruit
tins with taut string was a muffled message
related to "Skying Out" or "Flying Out". A
similar message was also recorded off the
Florida coast in the same period when jet
pilots radioed that they had "Whited Out"
shortly before disappearing. All this mystery
had simply left me Freaked Out! And there
was still no reasonable explanation why
eagles, present and in close proximity on both
occasions, had no flight path interference.
Rumours also abounded relating to six
Australians carrying large triangles arriving
in the USA from outer space. Their flight
leader William Bill was also known as Buffalo Bill. This indicated to me that there was
a possible link between the eagle, the jet plane
and the hang glider. But at this stage, it eluded
me.
I was convinced that there was a Bermuda
Air Tunnel (BAT) active on both occasions in

----------------------Craig Docherty flying from Mt Buffalo

1946. I had to prove what I knew: that there
was a shift in the space flight continuum that
is only present when the wind is over the Back
of Buffalo (BOB).
Recent monitoring had shown that experienced or elder pilots had unravelled the
key to the space flight continuum. These
pilots were consistently using the BAT when
BOB was present. These elder pilots also
possessed NO theory books. This confirmed
that they had no chance of knowing that they
could NOT perform the flights that they were
undertaking.
I felt it was time to explore my theory of the
flight of the BAT. My intense reading of
leeside thermal theorems had resulted in an
absolute blank and I was years away from
ordination as a Chief Pilot. If I am successful,
I could become known as the Man of the Bat;
or even Batperson?

The Day
It was a beautiful morning. The sun was
shining and their was a slight breeze from
Bob.
I arrived at launch accompanied by my
ground crew. It was necessary to be fully
prepared for any event should I fly into the
Bat. I had everything. A vario, radio, map,
drink, suntan oil, thermal underwear,
speedometer, oxygen tank and mask, bathers,
towel and a kangaroo skin coat. I was ready
for anything.

A small crowd had gathered on the lookout
point. Rumour had it, that a Batman was coming. Everyone stopped and gazed with fierce
concern at the launch ramp as I made a final
check of the breeze with my breeze-checker.
YES! I nodded knowingly to the crew. There
was a perfect breeze. The crew responded
with loud laughter and dancing, the likes of
which I had never seen before.
Then, with precision and comradeship the
crew gathered in a small huddle and sang
heavy metal jingles that they had heard on the
wireless whilst they instantaneously assembled my glider and equipment.
Whilst doing this, approximately 16 other
pilots arrived. Among them were three experienced pilots from France. I knew they
were experienced because they spoke French;
and I knew they were pilots because they had
hang gliders. Other local Folklore heroes also
arrived; including Neddy Kelly from Kiewa
Valley and a talk outback pilot named Bill II.
For experimental reasons I decided to wait,
and watch a few of the chief pilots (pop guns)
test the air. A group of six took off. Twenty
minutes latcr I decided to seek out the Bat. But
despite the raucous cheering as I picked up my
glider, conditions were NOT perfect.
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I clattered towards the ramp. The amount of
equipment I had on irritated me a bit. Radio
mic, earplugs, wires, electrics - I thought
flight was to simulate freedom in the elements. I felt cumbersome and hemmed in by
space junk. Regardless, I set my sight on
putting my last foot on the very end of the
ramp and then accelerated down the ramp.
What a take off. That last step is unbelievable as you readjust your focus from yourshoe
to about 1500 ft straight down. My launch
speed converted into height as I achieved the
dream take off: straight into a thermal cycle.
I circled up in 3600 turns as I passed the other
six pilots.
I looked down on the Chalet and could see
Brutus waving my oxygen mask and tank
whilst laughing. I had a strange feeling at last
nights' supper that someone would betray me,
but I thought it would be Judy. But it was too
late now to worry about oxygen. Besides, I
had been clocked in my youth at the local pool
holding my breath for 1 minute and 26
seconds.

Corryong Airforce &
Tooma Flyers
Present
An Ultralight Gymkhana
(Fly-in)
from
Saturday 6 March to Monday
8 March 1993
at Corryong Airport
Trophies for both weight shift
and three axis controlled
ultralights
events include
Aerial Golf (for the Sportsman)
II
Aerial Poker (for the Card Sharp)
II
Spot landings (for the Top Gun)
II
Navigation Trial (for extended Ops endorsed)
II

Entry fee $20.00 if paid prior to event
$30.00 on the day

Suddenly, without warning, my glider was
yanked violently upwards. I grabbed the bar
tight as the nose went up and then down. As
quickly as I was hoisted up, I was spilt down
(and out) vertically witb6ut notice.

All entrants must be HGFA or AUF
financial members

For further information contact:

Glenn Wilson 060 761333 or
Stuart Andrews 069484461

Continued page 16...

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease
of handling. Suitable for both intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in
difficult conditions with Class NB SHY Acpuls rating. High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide
(7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise and even convince the
sceptics. Fly the canopy which has the highest measured glide of any certified canopy (BezauAustria
'92) and the speed which won the Torrey Pines air race. From $4750

CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intennediate
class, a well proven performer under varied conditions as well as goodnaturedness in difficult piloting situations. Excellent glide ratio
(measured at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of speed system
extends speed range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning
and intermediate pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3850

Corrado Challenger

DIABLO New for '92, good performance intermediate canopy, 3 riser,
laminated upper surface for longer life, speed system, ACPULS all 'A'
certification, from $3250

Challenger C (Expert)

Like a secood chance? Our emergeocy parachutes start from $595 with loog or short bridle.
HaU wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Harnesses - several types available.

CaD for prices on second-hand canopies from $1200

Garry Stevenson
34 Cambra Road Belmont Vic 3216

Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
December 1992
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Suddenly, I was only 200 ft above take off
and behind the Chalet. Without notice, and
within a split second I was again yanked from
this vertically down attitude to a vertically up
attitude. As I was reefed upwards the wires on
my Combat took up the slack with an almighty "~", as they strained under the
forces, imposed on them. I always thought
that small nose catch on the Combat was
rather thin, but right now it seemed to be
performing quite adequately.
Could I have passed through the BAT? Or
could this have been an encounter with a
multi-cored thermal? No matter, the experiment was over. I immediately headed for the
Pore Little Punkah airstrip. As I headed out
The Force left me and my glider resumed level
flight.
It was then that I noticed my sunglasses
were dangling from around my neck .
Amongst the seriousness of the take off procedures they had been inadvertently overlooked in the preflight inspection phase. This
was an area that I will have to tighten up on
in the future. I placed them on immediately.

I looked towards Pore Little Punkah but I
felt I was not making satisfactory horizontal
progress. I wrenched the VB on and made my
body form a long thin shape as I extended my
neck and toes. Crikey, I was going down like
a stone. I passed Little Buffalo with marginal
height and started to hope that I could make
the airstrip. I surveyed the surrounds for an
emergency landing - still going down. The
terrain below forced me to hope harder that I
could make the airstrip - it was rough and
sloppy.
The sensation of not knowing whether or
not the airstrip could be reached was quite
awful. Luckily I popped through a couple of
light thermals as I arrived over the first open
paddocks and this allowed me to set up a
circuit approach to land on the airstrip.
I usually get out of prone between 200 ft and
400 ft above landing height to get a comfortable hang position. However, as I dropped my
feet the glider pulled markedly to the right.
I could feel something tugging on my right
foot. I looked down and saw my harness zip
pull velcro pad entangled around my VB
string and wrapped around my shoe. It was
about this time that I tried to wake myself up.
But I couldn't! This was a real life nightmare.
I knew that I could get within millimetres of
the ground without causing any damage. Unfortunately, one cannot hover indefinitely at
this height. It is always those last few millimetres that has caused problems to pilots
throughout aviation history .
I was on final and getting low. The instinctive reaction to lower my feet kept resulting
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in the glider yawing to the right. I contemplated a one foot landing. I knew that the
world record for a hop, step and jump was
about 30 metres and I fancied myself as an
athlete. But I was a little unsure of how to
perform the feat on one foot.
My attention then momentarily turned to a
small group of spectators gathered on the
airstrip. Hang gliders really are people magnets. Even in remote areas, people materialise
from thin air as soon as the cover is unzipped.
They are like dormantrent-a-crowds. Regardless, I could see that this group exhibited all
the tidings of a keenly interested bunch.
There was the usual know it all pointing in
my general direction and probably explaining
my manoeuvres to his ignorant companions.
They obviously had no idea that I was contemplating an olympic landing as I could not
see the learned one hopping around on his left
foot.
As I was about to touch down I suddenly
started rising. I had hit a small thermal on
final. In my attempts to control the glider and
land, I put both feet down. The glider yawed
and lifted to the right. I remember muttering
"Goodness me", or words to that affect as I
completed a bone jarring one point landing on
the A-frame. I immediately bounced up onto
my feet and walked my glider from the airstrip
to show the impromptu gathering that everything was all right and normal.

My indignant landing, whilst being a little
unorthodox in its finale, was apparently enlightening and entertaining viewing. The
small crowd shifted toward me but then
stopped abruptly. They pointed at the red
liquid dripping from my upper body. It was
my previously prepared intergalactic space
juice for this anticipated thirst quenching long
arduous journey. The top of my cyclists drink
bottle had popped off somewhere in flight and
I had a lot of washing and cleaning to do.

wrists, or lacerated body wounds, or concussion, or shear relief.
As I looked back at Mt Buffalo I could
barely distinguish a glider skying out at 6000
ft. I looked at the windsock and it showed a
strong southerly was prevailing. It's .Q.YER.
TIlE BACK and somebody IS OVER THE
IQf!!!

I watched this pilot in awe. I took mental
notes of his appearance I planned to ask him
how he managed to get to such height should
I see him on the ground later. However,
despite my enquires and searching, I never did
find the pilot that fitted the description of a
dot in the sky.

PILOTOUERY
From my experimental flight I have concluded that there is no Bermuda Air Tunnel
rocketing pilots vertically upwards.
However, Buffalo often exhibits conditions
suitable for take off on the launch while the
prevailing wind would indicate generally unsuitable conditions for flying the site.
I am interested to know the real or actual
situation. WHAT IS TIlE GO! I have talked
to various pilots. Their opinions range from
"It's O.K. if you 're careful", to "Leeside thermals are cool", and "Don't even bother unless
you like flying in a washing machine" . These
descriptions are neither informative nor helpful.
Is there any informative, accurate, reliable
data or opinions in relation to flying Buffalo
when the air is seemingly wafting perfectly up
the face whilst the prevailing airstream is over
the back?
Any knowledgeable input from experienced
Buffalo fliers could be most beneficial to
pilots wishing to safely fly this site.

If Skysailor agrees, the results could be
printed in a following edition. Otherwise I
would be happy to receive the information.

.:.
HEY! But what the hell. I was down. Back
on
the
A photograph never lies - p. Matt Colbey
ground,

and any
landing that
you walk
away from is
a
GOOD
LANDING.
RIIGGHH
TIT!
RIGHT!
Maybe, except thos e
landings
where you
walk away
with dislocated
elbows,
or
bra ken
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Attention! Attention!
Attention!
Accident Report
No.1
Date:
Location:
Time:
Wind Velocity:
Direction:
Turbulence:
Pilot injury:
Glider:
Year:
Total Airframe
Hours:
Glider damage:

10 October 1992
MarinolHallettCover
2.30pm
20 kts
W
Moderate
Nil
Airwave Magic Kiss 154
1988/89
150+
Broken speed bar (backup
wire intact)

Pilot took off for coastal soaring flight after
ground handling in fairly gusty conditions. When
pilot pulled VG on (atapprox. 200' ASL) the speed
bar snapped at one of the bends. The safety wire
prevented the glider from collapsing. Pilot did not
realise what the sudden noise was and went in for
emergency landing. Achieved OK. Pilot had drilled
. hole through speed bar at bend to install switch and
had covered the area with tape.
No.2
Pilot No.:
Rating:
Experience:
Glider:
Date:
Weather:
Pilot injury:
Glider damage:

72291
Beginner
5.5 hrs, 83 flights
XS Easy
Mid-October
5 ktE
bruised leg & foot
4 bent battens, dent in keel,
bent king post bracket

I did a weak run with my left wing tip down. I
went off the end of the ramp not quite flying. I
pulled in, reached flying speed and straightened out
but by then had curved so far left (because of that
dropped wing tip) that I could not avoid the trees. I
picked a tree (the one in front of me), flared into the
top of it and grabbed lots of branches. What the
books don't tell you is how much a hang glider
weighs hanging off your back. The branches broke
and I fell backwards about 60 feet. The glider
parachuted upside down very nicely.
Conclusions
I am lucky to have learnt this lesson so cheaply.
Everything everyone has ever said about beginners
and novices flying gliders that are too advanced for
them is true. The XS Easy is lovely to fly but is less
forgiving if an error occurs. The site is a tree corridor; again unforgiving if an error occurs and then
Iwentand madetheerror-woops!!! Knowingwhat
you have to do, even if you've done it before, does
not mean you will always manage it.
Outcomes
I am going to fly a beginners glider until I am IIll!dl
more experienced.

To all pilots witb a spirit of adventure and a
love of life! Skywise Powered Hang Gliding,
Sky limit Aviation, and Leading Edge Scbool
of Powered Hang Gliding are getting togetber
for a mega flight. We ' ll be meandering along
tbe east coast of Australia. Our destination:
"The Top End, Cape York Peninsula!"
Our trip is open to all pilots of va rying skills
and aircraft. Our main aim is for pilots to meet
and learn from eacb otber witb several instructors on band to advise wbenever necessary.
This is an ideal way to obtain an Extended
Operations Endorsement or just to improve
your flying skills with an empbasis on safety.
The journey will consist of many segments
and you're welcome to participate in any or
all of these segments as you wish.

I
I

PROPS
PROPS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I

•
I
•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

We have been 5elling ultralight
propeller5 for over a decade. If
your flying machine i5 not performing up to 5cratch. a new
prop may be the an5wer.

I
I " Positively the lightest. toughest. I
most efficient. quietest and the I
I smoothest running propeller available"
I Ivo Prop Corp
I
Compo5ite carboni I
I
graphite fibre conI
5truction, va ria ble I
I
pitch blade5 ea511y I

IIVO PROPS!

Some rough details are as follows:
A) Departure date: Saturday, 21st August
1993, plus or minus a week
•••
B)Duration of trip: 3-4 weeks
I
C) Expected flight time: 2-3 bours a day for I

ground adju5table, low
drag de5ign. beautiful
high glo55 fini5h with
5tainle55 5teel leading
edge protection a5
5tandard. Standard
glo55 black or vibrant
colour5 5uch a5
French blue. dragon red. hot pink. tiger
orange. canary yellow or arctic white.
Size 36" to 72" diameter.

m

10-15 days.
If you don't fly or own a trike tbere may
even be a few spare seats, or if you've ever
tbought about getting into trilcing, now's tbe
time to start lessons in preparation.

I
I
I

II

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

$ 595
2 BLADE
$ 455
was killed wbile attempting to take off from I CU5tom colour5 $15 per blade extra

The event will be dedicated to tbe late Brian
Body, a fellow Senior Flying Instructor, wbo
a sbort wet oval at Stuart Town on Sunday 4
October 1992. While any deatb in our sport
affects us all, anyone wbo knew Brian and bis
love for life and passion for flying, knows tbat
we bave lost one of tbose rare individuals
wbose cbarismatic yet gentle nature always
left you feeling somewbat brighter. He was
truly a great man and will be missed by us all.
Witb tbe permission ofbis wife Kate Body tbe
trip will be called "The Brian Body Commemorative Flight", a non-profit sponsored
flight witb all proceeds going to children witb
cancer.
If you are interested in sponsoring, participating or want more details you can contact nay or all of us.

Luke Carmody (Skywise Powered Hang
Gliding) on 02 8745260, or Joe Scott
(Skylimit Aviation) on 066 842616, or Julien
James (Leading Edge Scbool of Powered
Hang Gliding) on 02 4764848.
Fly bigh, land safely

Luke Carmody

I have already spent a couple of days on ground
runs and small hill s and am horrified by how poor
some of my techniques had become.

:3 BLADE

I
I
I

I In-flight adju5table unit5 available !

I WARP DRIVE PROPS

I

I Ca rbon Fibre compo5ite. deep chord de- I
5ign. fully ground adju5table pitch, ideal I
I for higher hor5epower engine5. Stainle55
I 5teel leading edge option available. $25 I
per blade extra.
I
I :3 BLADE $ 695
I 2 BLADE $595
I

I
I

WE ALSO STOCK FRENCH AIRPLAST
PROPELLERS & US PRECISION PROPS.

I
I

I
I LEADING EDGE TAPE
I No leading edge protection? You need I
I leading edge tape ! Strong, clear, a.nd I
thick enough to la5t. Cheap protection

I for wooden or compo5ite propeller5.
I ONLY $16 PER METER. POSTPAID

I
I

I YES

I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

Mail, Phone or Fax your order5 to
U5. Bankcard. Vi5a. Ma5tercard OK.
PriGe5 quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHIN ES I
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869

I
I

I

._--------_.

Thanks to my friends for helping me and the
glider up out of the scrub. •

December 1992
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rEDEL'sNew
~~~ L~ Dimension Paraglider

o

ICOM

Count on us!

p;.

ne of the largest selling and most

monitor a priority channel (or channels)

" 'popular UHF CRS handheld

every five seconds while listening to another

transceivers in Australia i also one of the

channel.

smallest. The powerfullcom IC-40G is

Other outstanding feature include:

packed with features including 5 watt output,

Power Save, which automatically con crves

12 memory channels for quick selection, scan

power during standby conditions; Night

operation, power ave, plus the most

Display Light; Dial Lock and Time O ut Timer

comprehensive accessory system available.

for prevention of accidental continuous

Challenge the
Belie" that Everything
Big is Better
ICOID

More Pow-erful Performance.
To ensure effective performance, the IC-40G

tough, splash and dust resistant membrane

incorporates high sensitivity and fu ll 5 watt

cover, the IC-4OG is ideal for professionals,

output power. A Full Scan function

enthusiasts and all outdoor application.

repeatedly searches all 40 operating channels

A wide variety of options are also availab le

to find your desired channel immediately.

including speaker-microphones, headset,

And Memory Scan can sequentially search

battery packs, carrying cases, base charger,

12 memory channels, and skip

power adaptor and an advanced 5-Tone

unwanted channels.

Selective Calling System can be easily

The Best Things In Life

installed at your leom dealer.

Come In Small Packages
Anothe r function on the compact IC-4OG is
Dual Watch. This operation allows you to

20

transmission. Built rugged and encased in a

For further information call free on (008) 338915
or write to Reply Paid 1009 leom Australia Pty Ltd
P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582
A.CN. 006092575
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properties, but the negative side is that it work
hardens and becomes brittle enough to break.
The rule of thumb is to use wire with the
highest number of strands where work hardening is a problem.

by Bill Moyes
I would hope that all pilots realise that a
hang glider is a minimum aircraft and there is
not one bolt, pin or chord that the glider's
performance will not be adversely affected by
in poor or broken condition. The number one
cause of fatalities always has been suspension, hang loop, carabina, harness or simple
failure to hook in. You must take person care
ofthis item.
The glider has a dacron sail on a wire braced
tubular frame.
The Sail
Seldom fails, as deterioration is obvious as its
main enemy is ultra violet deterioration. The
method that the sail is anchored needs attention. Screws, eyelets and o'n the X.S. the tip
strings; otherwise a 100 hour need not go
beyond a visual inspection for stitching and
wear points and stretching.
Wire Bracjn~
Stainless steel cables will appear to be new in
1000 years time. Stainless is the wonder
metal of this age and has defeated corrosion.
Stainless contains a percentage of chromium
and nickel that gives it its corrosion free

Wire is woven into seven strand clusters or
nineteen strand clusters. This is because
those numbers form a neat circle. The available wire for our purpose is:
1 cluster of nineteen strands = 1 x 19 = 19
strands
7 clusters of seven strands =7 x 7 =49 strands
7 clusters of nineteen strands = 7 x 19 = 133
strands
Yachts use rigging of one x nineteen (1 x
19) as this wire is tbe strongest for a given
diameter and has tbe least air drag. We use
this wire in race gliders for competition pilots.
The strands have a larger diameter and will
work harden faster tban the other two. We
recommend that tbey be replaced each 50
hours of hard flying.
The flying wires on a hang glider do not
carry an equal load. The 2 side wires carry
70% of the wire load, while the 4 fore and aft
wires carry 30% between them.
The condition of tbe side wires should
receive more attention with respect to age,
damage or hardening and kinking.
We recommend that non competition pilots
order 7 x 19 side wires with their new gliders

or replacement wires (7 x 19 will last in excess
of 100 hours). The negative or King Post
wires do harden at the King Post top and
should be checked for broken strands.
Aerobatic pilots should keep their negative
rigging in good order in case of an inversion.
If the protective heat shrink hampers inspection, remove it after 50 hours.
~

Hang gliders are built of 3 main groups of
alloy tube. A copy of the specifications and
composition of the alloys follows. Tube is
drawn through a die and over a mandrill. The
drawing process hardens the tUbe through
work hardening. It is finally temperature
treated for final hardening.
The Australian Mills use an alloy 6106 and
it is drawn from an extruded tube. Though it
is not seamless tube, it is of good quality .
The American Mills have better equipment
to supply their vast aircraft industry and are
able to draw a harder alloy 6061 (same numbers in a different order). They have the
facilities to draw from a solid and the tube is
seamless and is of aircraft quality.
The Swiss and Germans have equipment
that can draw a harder alloy again and they
draw 7075 seamless tube. This tube has a
higher zinc content, and the European equipment can accurately draw the tube to 0.9mm
wall thickness. They are the only supplier

THE XL IS HERE
AREA:
SPAN:
NOSE ANGLE:
ASPECT RATIO:
GLIDER WEIGHT:
OPTIMUM PILOT
WEIGHT RANGE:
PILOT SKILL:
PRICE:

XL14S

XL16S

142 sq ft
13.5 sq m
27 ft 6"
118°
5.2
481bs 22kg

165 sq ft
15.4 sq m
30 ft
118°
5.45
551bs 25kg

100- 1651bs
Beginner
$2,750.00

140-2001bs
Beginner
$2,576.00

THE NEW TRAINER FROM

Moyes Deha Gliders Pty Ltd, 173 Bronte Rei, Waverley, N.S.W. 2024 Austra6a
Tel: (02) 387 5622 Fax: (02) 387 4472
December 1992
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who actively encourage hand glider
manufacturers to use their product, as they are
obviously confident of the product. The tube
fails when it is stretched to the point where it
won't spring back to its pre-stressed shape.
Alloys are tested by taking a section of the
metal and imposing a load till it elongates.
The V.S. system is to take one square inch and
apply a force till yield. This is approximately
46,000 Ibs for 6061 alloy.
The Australians take one square centimetre
and measure the force in mega pascals (MP A)
and for 6061 it is 250 MPA.
The Europeans take one square millimetre
and measure the force in kilo pascals.
I prefer the European system for two
reasons. The first reason is that one millimetre is the wall thickness of our tube and
second is the numbers a:e smaller and easy to
compare with another alloy. The yield on
6061 is 25-28 KP.

South West Rocks - photo by Paul Haines
Moyes have refrained from taking advantage of the lighter tube for this reason, as
Australia has 12,000 miles of coastline, and
salt is always present, but the Europeans are
building lighter, more desirable gliders with
7075 tube and are not experiencing failures.
The positive side of 7075 is that tbe tube is
drawn tbinner and is an exact fit on the next
size for sleeving. This alloy has a VIS almost
2.5 times that of 6061 and it has a performance
advantage in leading edges that must flex
under flying loads. It is difficult to anodise
and must be protected internally with Linseed
Oil.

The properties of and advantages of all three
tubes:
Ori2in
Alloy
Temper VIS
Australian 6106
T6
22 KP
American 6061
T6
25-28 KP
Swiss
7075
T6
53-64 KP
The Australian tube 6106 is less affected by
electrolysis and is less expensive.
The American tube 6061 has good resistance to corrosion, is milled to a finer
tolerance and is seamless. It is twice as expensive as the Australian tube and only available in 12ft lengths from stock. It is
considered aircraft quality.

I've given you all tbe negatives on 7075 as
tbis article is about maintenance and safety,
and you may be surprised to read that Moyes
gliders will be available with 7051 in 1993, as
tbe weight and performance advantage are too
good to resist.

The Swiss and German tube 7075 - T6 has
a high zinc content and a poor resistance to
electrolysis. It must be kept free from salt
water or any other electrolyte and it is five
times the price ofV.S. 6061.

The purpose of this detailed description of
tbe materials commonly used is to advise that
a 100 hourly inspection is not enough, nor is
replacement of side wires at 100 hours enough
to guarantee that the owner or pilot has taken
sufficient precaution to keep a glider safe.

An electrolytic scale has been developed to
identify a metals potential to react to
electrolysis. Those close together on the scale
will not react too adversely in an electrolytic
condition, but our copper swages and zinc in
the tube are fa r apart on the scale. I have seen
a case where the tube was eaten through in 4
days of salt water immersion.

A glider owner should take care to protect
the sail from abrasion and sunlight or ultra
violet radiation. And should take care to fold
and assemble the glider without kinking
40 AHEA.ll !
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wires. The wires will fly for many hundreds
of hours if there is no cause to harden the
stainless. Check swages and thimbles and
anchor points frequently for wear and tear.
Protect tubing against transport damage by
padding racks and against stresses and wind
loads whilst on the ground, as tube will work
harden also and finally, store the glider in a
ventilated dry environment to retard
electrolysis.
If you wet the glider in salt water, it should
be dismantled and washed out and oiled witb
Linseed Oil or WD 40. The plating on tbe
bolts will disappear overnight if left wet witb
salt.
Bolts and Nuts
Are normally A.N. aircraft bolts and are made
from chrome molly steel. Their capacity is
probably 10 times greater than any force tbat
tbey may experience, but corrosion and
electrolysis are tbeir greatest enemies. A drop
ofWD 40 or oil will protect tbem if they bave
lost their cadmium plate. Replace tbem if in
doubt.
I am reluctant to recommend a replacement
kit at 100 bours as it could lead a pilot to
believe tbat a part sbowing wear at 70 hours
should last till 100 bours. I would rather
recommend that a glider be constantly maintained. If you develop a routine of protecting
all tbe parts and materials from damage, you
will have gone a long way to ensuring that you
are flying as safely as possible .
Ed's note: Bill Moyes' letter/article is in
respond to a region's request for a 100 hour
replacement kit.
Bill has also supplied information on Alloy
and Temper Designation Systems, High
Strength Tubing and a Definition of Terms.
Copies of these three sheets may be obtained
from Skysailor. ~
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The Recipe for
a Successful
Competition
1
2
52
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
15
3
2
1

Enthusiastic Hang Gliding Club
Flying Sites
Co-operative Pilots
Valid rounds
Invalid round
Team of diligent workers
Club house
Liquor licence
Goal marshall with a full esky
Alf
Meethead
Calcutta
Of the world's best trophies
Babies
Dogs
Pai r of Red Shorts

On the fifth day we said, "let there be high
cloud base, good conditions, 1 tumpoint, and
a small country pub at goal". And there was

Mix thoroughly all the above ingredients.
Add 10 of Australia's top pilots. Spice it up
with some hot locals. Cook moderately for 5
rounds. Bring to the boil with 1 invalid round.

~

~"'\

On the first day let them assemble their
gliders on both sites. Send them for a flight
up the Numinbah Valley because it is beautiful. And it was. Drew wore the Red Shorts.
On the second day there was wind; it was
strong. The guns landed at the training hill to
watch Mark Murase take the Red Shorts.
On the third day the field watched in awe
(awe sh .. t) as C grade Susan skied and led out.
Proving the task for the day might be possible.
And it was. Phil Pritchard took the Red
Shorts.
On the fourth day the task committee said,
"let it be hard". Two turnpoints, with cross,
tail, and head wind. It was hard. Ken Hill
took the Red Shorts by 10 feet.

December 1992
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"The Creation of a Successful
Comp"

So came about Dave, with his fund raising
creation. Dave and Linda said, "let there be
major prize money". Mort and Drew said,
"this is good". And it was so . The club said,
"let us go higher" and the C.A.A. said, "you
may" . And we did. Richard and Sue said, "let
the winner of each round wear the Red
Shorts", and they did. We said, "let there be
entertainment". He gave us Laurie.

On the sixth day there was high cloud, and
very successful wind dummies. But too many

.'REBIBDAG

Allow 14 into goal on the last day and let
simmer until presentation night.

...In the beginning God created the Gold
Coast Hinterland. He gave it 2 great flying
sites. Out of them evolved the Canungra
Hang Gliding Club, who became tired of
flying and partying on their own. They
wanted more.

(and wasn't the publican happy). Phil repossessed the Red Shorts.

S

P

0

R

T

Wby buy an Apache?
Author. MaUb ... Wbillall

Cloth
Porcher Marine Skytex Nylon 6.6 - Nylon loses its colour more quickly than polyester, but
holds its porosity re~istance for longer. This cloth is the most expensive there is - why
would we use it if it wasn't good. (Porcher also make polyester & mylar laminates, but
they just don 't have ~lIch good durability) . A supple cloth tens to last longer.

Lines
Eulit Aramid (Kevlar) Core, with fine-weave polyester outer. Eulit only make line5 for us
(under exclusive contract) which we think are better 'than any other. No stretching (which
is a problem we had with Dyneema on earlier gliders. We have tried both. Our lines are
expensive - but we won't go back to Dyneema on quality grounds). and the fine-weave
outer prevents kinking which weakens lines. Excellent strength - the Apache 26 took
1050 kg on the DHV test car without breaking (couldn't go any faster) .

Certification
DHV Grade 2 in all sizes. ACPUL excellent. How many gliders have got so good in
both? DHV is the hardest of all.

Handling
Nothing compares. Most intermediates have such heavy unresponsive handling. The
Apache really is a dream. From wingovers to tight thermalling - it really has no rivals .
One of the strongest points.

Quality
European quality. Riser quality. Cloth quality. The cleanest sail·cut that you 're ever
going to see. Look at the wrinkles on other gliders next to it. Our computer·assisted
design gives a sail which really fits the line·layout.

Features
Centre of glider marked.
Lines colour-coded.
Pulley on brake-lines.

The Paragliding Shop

Christopher Guthrie
7 McFarlane Court,
Ferntree Gully, 3156
SKYSAILOR

Tel: (03) 874 2233 - BH
(03) 752 9675 - AH
Fax:
(03) 8744561
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Written by The Apostles of The Canungra
Classic

experienced micro-meteorologists left their
launches too late to validate the day. Tim
Osborn (a New Zealand Pilot) landed in the
furthest sheep paddock and found himself
wearing the Red Shorts.

f.S.. We would like to sincerely thank all of
the members of the Canungra hang Gliding
Club for their assistance and support in
making this event such a success.

On the seventh day the pilots were restless.
So we gave them high cloud base, no
tumpoints, and a pub at goal. The publican
was happy, Drew was happier, but Judy
Durand was the happiest. Jon Durand took
the Red Shorts.
The committee said, "it was good, let there
be a party". And there was!
So ended the creation of the Canungra Classic. We said, "let us go where no other competition has gone before". And we will. Get
in early.

u.s.. The Club would like to remind
everyone to check their side wires. We found
some less than perfect ones during our compo
The Results as foUows:
A Grade:
1st
Drew Cooper
Phil Pritchard
2nd
3rd
Mark Newland
4th
Ken Hill
5th
Rob Hibbard
Carl Braden
6th
7th
Trevor Purcell
8th
Geoff Tulloch
9th
Jan Durand
10th Dave Redman

$2,500.00
1,500.00
1,000.00
800.00
700.00
500.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
100.00

BGrade:
1st
Trevor Purcell, $300.00, X-act harness,
$1000 off Moyes Glider
2nd
Dave Redman, $300.00, Janine Hone 's
Flying Suit
3rd
Brett Atkinson, $200.00
CGrade:
1st
Guy Drake, $1000, off Air Borne Glider
2nd
Susan Phillips
Womens:
1st
Helen Ross
Most Improved Pilot
Daryl Franklin
Aussie Skins Flying Suit
Other prizes Included:
Enterprise Wings: Jacket, caps and shirts
Air Sports: International Magazine - 2
lifetime subscriptions
Ultralight Flying Machines - lcom radio
a ccesso ri es
Cash and Prizes Totalled over
$15,000.00 •

Tony Dennis on tow -photo Ray Sizer
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Enterprise Industry News
The las t year has seen us updating the frame
components, hardware and set-up sys tems on
all our gliders. Th e upgrade of th e AERO also
included a small plan form change to increase
the aspect ratio with th e new models being
sized at 165 and 145.
The very success fu l COMBAT series had
onl y hardware and set up modi ficati ons to
bring it into line with current systems . This
ensured the continuation in two sizes, 152 and
139, of certainly the easiest-to-fl y high perform ance gliders availabl e.
During the winter months we also upgraded
th e very popu lar GYRO series whi ch has
proven to be a very stable trainer. Frame,
fitt ings and tens ioning systems are the sa me
over th e whole range of gliders now. Substanti al interest in Japan prompted this and we
have alrea dy started exporting large shipments of the two sizes, 160 and 145, currentl y
ava il ab le. HGMA certifi ca ti on will be started
in March '93 during Bryan Hayh ow 's visit
there.
Th e year has also seen lengthy prom oti onal
visits in Europe and th e USA by both Carl
Braden, Mark Newl and and Brya n H ay how.
Th e highlight o f course be ing Carl 's third

Four Winds

1<./\
\:.))
Flying School
042 942 455

Office

018864083

Mobile

042 941 898

AH

042 943 381

Fax

place finish in the Owens Valley ~re World
Meet with seven of our pil ots plac mg in the
top thirty.
Seventy-five percent of our production goes
overseas to m ore than fi fteen co untri es
worldwide and this has resulted in us having
to spend more and more time visiting the
vari ous market pl aces. Th e increasingly international nature of the bus iness determines a
large range of decisions. G lider sizing, stock
colours, advertis ing concepts, manuals and
promotional material in three languages, certi fication in three different countries, pilot
sponsorship, and lastly th e competition and
promotiona l schedules.
H ere in our home market, we have made
substantial changes to our representation in
two major areas. Firstl y Victoria where we
have rationa lised the agents to onl y th e three
having tuiti on schools associated with th em.
Thi s was in response to a series of pri ce
reduced sa les which were detrimental to the
tuiti on schools concern ed. It is un fo rtunate
that typica lly , pil ot's do not appreciate the
effort invo lved in teaching nor the costs assoc iated with kee ping an inventory of spare

parts. Yet th e sa me pilots w ill expect service
w hen havi ng had a bingle.
Secondly in Sydne y, wh ere for a number of
years, we have fe lt th at we have been under
represented. This, combined with our desire
to have a grea ter input into our local marketing has led us to set up our own tu ition school
in conju ncti on with Geoff Robertson . Geoff
will be running a full service han g gliding
operatio n called Four Winds Flyi ng School
which w ill be based here at our factory in
H elensburgh and making full use of th e Stanwell Park area .
H e will have our complete support w ith all
our glider and trike fac il ities at his disposa l
and all Sydney area sales wi ll be directed
through him . W e expect to deve lop a very
strong presence in th e Sydney area wi thin a
very s hort time.
With summer upon us we will be at a ll the
com peti tions aga in this year a long w ith an
expert team of overseas pilots . We look fo rward to seeing you during th at peri od.

The Enterprise Wings Team

Professional Hang Gliding Instruction
Novice to Advanced
~

Tandem Instruction

~ Soaring Courses
~ Complete range of gliders and
•
accessories

FULL ENTERPRISE WINGS
FACTORY SUPPORT
Contact Geoff Robertson
HGFA Certified Instructor

YOUR SAFETY IS OUR PRIORITY

PROFESSIONAL
Flight Training
is FUN!
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Contact HGFA noW069472888

PROFESSIONAL

U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290

Jackthe Ripper!
with Sky limit Sports Aviation
Hang Gliding, Trike & Ultralight
Flight Training Centre
•

Complete training a llows you full flying freedom within th e
NEW CAA rul es and regu lati ons
• Confidence in your aircraft co ntrol, emergency proc edures and
landing ability allows yOl' years of worry ' fr ee powe red or
un powered flight
• A Skylimit Pilot Certificate is a licen ce YOll can iJe PROf IJ) of
We relocated to Tyagarah Airfi e ld, Byron Bay, to give us:

MAXIMUM AIRTIME and GREAT WEATHER
HUGE RUNWAY
VARIETY of EXCELLENT HAN(; (~LmIN(; SITES
Come and you'll find our sports aviation centre hanl tn
beat. We have a full rHnj,te of accessodes:
•

Sjostrom varios in stock
AIRBORNE and ENTERPRISE g liders to tcst fly
AIR SUPPORT a nd AUSSIE BORN (Oilnny Scott ) harn esses
to c hec k out
New IVOPROPs, COMMUNICA Intercoms. IC OM radios
Plus used trikes from $3000
Now stocking "GA TH" helmets

Phone Joe & Lena Scott NOW fur yoursumme,- nyinjot fun

Tyagal-ah Ai.-lidd
Byron Ray

066
842616

C ut rope wehhing one hillld
A lIlust for all pilots
ReC(llllnH' nded at National Instructor Co nference

$23 illd post, span' hladt's
Pat Purcell

4 Ca irnnoss St., G ladstone
Phollt' (1179) 79 J.t 1"

46~n

"01 ' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
Wrap-around , metal or plastic frames
Electronic Tow Meters - $185

North Coast Avionics
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
::
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066) 856287
::
~ :: --------------- -- ------ -- -:~:-- - --::: - - ---- --- ----- ____ _j

US Glide Angle Competition
Momington Flight Park
FOIL COMBAT SMOKES THE OPPOSITION
1.

JOHN SZAREK

FOIL 152C2

12.59

2.
3.
4.
5.

Steve Arndt
Dennis Pagen
Bob Trampenau
Jay Gianforte

HPAT 158
XS 155
Sensor 610-152
Sensor 610-144

11.75
11.68
11.63
11.50

From Club Pilots to National Champions
PERFORMANCE YOU CAN HANDLE

[~t~r~r~s~ W~~~s
~ffm~t~~ ~~ents

QUEENSLAND
Graeme Etherton
25 Garden Grove Crescent
Kirwan 4814
Ph (077) 733 580 AH

WEST AUSTRALIA
Southern Aurora Hang Gliding
Warren Hall
78 Preston Point Road
East Fremantle 6158
Ph (09) 319 1158

Dave Cookman
17 Canoustie Street
Tewantin 4565
(074) 498 573

South West Hang Gliding School
Lex Jones
MacAvoy Road
Allanson via Collie 6225
Ph (097) 344 531

Airplay School of Hang Gliding
Warwick Gill
PO Box 46
Cairns 4870
Ph (070) 563 333

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

South East Queensland HG School
Phil Pritchard & Ken Hill
62 Kidston Street
Canungra 4275
Ph (075) 435 631

Peter Bolton
22 Golflands View
Morphett Vale 5162
Ph (08) 326 1599

Pat Purcell
4 Cairncross Street
Gladstone 4680
Ph (079) 792 562 AH

NSW
Four Winds Flying School
Geoff Robertson
PO Box 221
Helensburgh 2508
Ph (042) 941 898 AH
Ph (042) 942 455 Bus

VICTORIA
Eagle School of Hang Gliding
Steve Ruffels
PO Box 170
Porepunkah 3740
Ph/Fax(057) 551 724
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B
Trawalla 3373
Ph (053) 492 845 Bus.

Sky Limit
Joe Scott
PO Box 828
Mullumbimby 2482
End Hangar, Tyagarah Airfield
Pacific Highway Tyagarah 2481
Ph/Fax (066) 842 616

Right Altitude
Tony Dennis
140 Clarke Street
Benalla 3672
Ph (057) 623 292

High Adventure Hang Gliding
Lee Scott
Pacific Highway Johns River
Mindindi 2433
Ph (065) 565 265 Bus .
Sun City Hang Gliders
Ross Duncan
49 Highfields Parade
Adamstown Heights 2289
(049) 431 900 AH

ACT
Garth Wimbush
5 Mills Street
Hackett 2602
(06) 2477526

AGlider for All Pilots
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off the beach later but the airport was so busy
we forgot the flying and went diving. A week
went so fast with skin clinics and tourism ie.
croc farms etc. the famous open air picture
theatre and laid back night life in the warm
tropical air introducing us to the lifestyle that
attracts so many to the north.

A Mole
Patrol

pt. 3

Beautiful Broome beckoned us on from the
red dust of the Pilbara which we tried to
pressure clean from the bus on the way out at
Pt. Hedland. They had so much red dirt there
we figured they wouldn't mind a bit more.
The starter motor, clutch and throttle had
complained and some exciting double shuffles shook the gearbox so we tried to avoid
more dirt roads thereafter. On the way to
Broome there are some enormous flat beaches
(as always named ninety or eighty mile beach)
which were to prove good sites for Helmut
and Sally to play with their winch. We had left
them behind for the time being and made
Broome after an all day drive, so glad to have
Greg along to share the driving even though
he crunched the gears a little more than I. A
little disappointed with the touristy style of
Broome so the first night was spent illegally
camped near Cable beach where Jacob
managed to hose down a local snake inadvertently during his nocturnal toiletry. He
managed to hold on all night after that. Cable
beach faces S.W. and has a 50 ft. dune which
is quite flyabl e and Helmut was able to tow

All night driving, really heading east now,
and some amazing characters and hospitality
in the Kimberleys. If you ever get to Fitzroy
Crossing, in the middle of the Kimberley,
Martin and Gaby can show you a great time
at the Fitzroy River Lodge. In the wet, the
Fitzroy can run second only to the Amazon in
water flow, and the incredible Geike Gorge is
a stone's throwaway (or 20 minutes in the
trike). The limestone cliffs left from million
year old, dead barrier reefs can be seen from
a ranger's boat or of course from the air. Some
memorable moments are forever etched on
our dreams, of crocodiles, flocks of birds and
forbidding gorges where pioneer soldiers
wore out their boots every few days hunting
the notorious Aboriginal, Pidgeon. A trike or
chopper is the only way to go here but don't
have a flame out as the ground is like rows
and rows of limestone teeth.
Martin and Gaby made us so welcome with
late night yarns around the fire after sampling
the tucker and grog. They introduced us to the
owners of the nearby Go Go Station, Pat and
Harry Harris. This is one of the last, million

acre stations, owned and run by a family, most
are now big company concerns. Harry works
from 4 am till dark then drives the 3 hours
back to the homestead to do the phone work
at night before bed at 10 pm. We were able to
sample the mustering from the chopper and
have a go ourselves with the trike. Harry was
very impressed with the trike as an all round
farm vehicle for such a big place. It was a one
hour trike flight from the homestead out to the
muster yards, 50 miles! and quite easy to get
lost. Another unusual skin clinic from there
was to fly into a remote gold mine, land in the
carpark and check over the miners there.
Next stop, Moola Bulla station near Hall's
Creek. We had planned to fly there from Go
Go but strong easterlies prevented this. Again
we were looked after by bush hospitality and
did more exploring by chopper and trike.
Bush helicopter pilots as always falling in
love with the freedom of the weight shift
wing.
One of the natural wonders of Australia, the
Bungle Bungle Range, lies between Turkey
creek and Kununurra. Some say it is more
exciting than U1uru. It is certainly more difficult to get to and I'm sure it is planned to
keep "it fairly inaccessible. Impossible to get
the bus in there but an exhilarating flight in
the last hours before sunset. Kununurra flight
service have to know your plan as the area is

Varios, Varios & FLiGHTCOMp II
More Varios

ALTIMETER - VARIOMETER

.12mm LCD Altimeter Display to 20,000 feet
• Analog Variometer Display +1200, -800 ft/min
• Temperature and Altitude Compensated
• Universal Clamp fits Standard and Flared Bars

Australian Made - $625 rrp!

BRAUNIGER (Germany)

CALL Today for more Information

• Unique LCD Vario & Altitude Display
• Mountings for Para or Hang Gliding
• Temperature & Altitude Compensated
• Metric and Imperial Versions
• Computer Memories & timers (some models)
• Air Speed Indicator Options
• Models PII, PIli, LCDVI, LCDVII

Also: Universal Hang Glider Camera Mount - $75
Distributed by:

TRIUS
TECHNOLOGY
December 1992

From $695 to $1460 rrp

Tel: (02) 972 1722
Fax: (02) 982 4349
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

AI!!o IIvlllll7le from:
High Adventure (NSW) • (065) 56 5265
Air Support (NSW) • (02) 450 2674Jim Allen (NSW) - (02) 9711715
Air Sport!! HG (WA) • (09) 381 6053
Active Air SPOrt6 (NSW)· (042) 942173

PO Box 634 Dee Why NSW 2099 Australia
SKYSAILOR
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full of tourist joy flights. The only problem
was whether to allocate us to the chopper
height of 1500 ft. or the light plane level at
2500. We actually spent an hour touring as
low as possible and it was rather busy trying
to fly in turbulence as well as film and talk on
the radio simultaneously . Unforgettable
scenery tinged with the adrenalin of flying
over such remote and forbidding territory.
This was one place it was nice to have a
satellite transponder (B.L.B.) on the trike.
The guys at Kununurra airport were keen to
see this advanced piece of aircraft engineering
and they all eventually had a ride. It was a
luxury to have one of them do the radio work
for me as we explored the Ord river to
Wyndham with its huge salt water crocodiles.
Fantastic to chase wild pig and buffalo
through the savanna then soar over the escarpments of the coast. What Paul Hogan would
give for one of these flying machines! There
is actually a hill on the coast at Wyndham
which a lone hang glider pilot flies in the wet
season with the nth easterlies. We were unable
to track him down but later on Helmut found
him and also did some towing on the mud flats
there. This features in the 92 H.G. Calendar.
More good news from local tour operators
who gave us a free trip up the Ord in recognition of our skin cancer work.

On to Darwin where more skin cancer work
as well as paid locum work was arranged. A
month or more here at the best time of year.
Great to catch up on Helmut and Sally again,
experience the Mindil Markets and the lifestyle of a unique northern city. Batchelor lies
80 klms south and is a skydiving spot where
more flying fun was shared with the locals as
well as visiting the nearby ultralight club at
Noonamah. A sobering inspection of the
wreckage of a trike fatality which still lies at
the edge of the airfield there.
Kakadu with the town of Jabiru attached to
the Uranium mine (Ranger) at the edge of
Arnbem Land is within an easy day's drive of
Darwin. There are some big distances to fly
to get to some of the more famous spots such
as Jim Jim and Twin Falls. The Parks have
height lower limits of 500 ft. but one often
needs more while cruising in the dawn over
such wild country and learning to navigate
with no known landmarks and such basic
instruments. Despite this some great trips are
out there, Jabiru to Cooinda strip being the
easiest fly over some of the best scenery in
Kakadu . The most exciting flying of the
whole year was certainly out along the East
Alligator river into Arnhem Land where the
biggest reptiles inhabit the banks and mud
flats. Crocodilus Porosis has thrived in a
climate of protection for two decades and the
tourists in small tinnies may well become

tinned dinner if they venture out there. My
valiant attempts to film these brutes at close
quarters was hampered by the job of flying
nevertheless a few great shots were captured.
Next time I'll take a good back seat camera
crew. A final evening air to air film session
combining the trike with Helmut and Sally
and the winch was a successful end to our
visit. We then headed south to Daly Waters,
where they serve crocburgers, before our final
camp together. A lovely spot in the bush with
one of Helmut's huge fires (so typical of hang
glider pilots) and a late night. Helmut and
Sally off meet our old friends in The Alice
while we track east to Far Nth. Qld and lots
of great new friends.
Next/Final Chapter F.N.Q., the Gillies,
Eungella. 0
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ON A BEAUTIFUL DAY, iN JuST THe
f\,G-HT CONDfTrONS , lJHtN YOU'~t
FeeliNG- REALLY G-OOD, YOU MAY
NOT NEED THE G-L?DER AT ALL.
30
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.Excel can be seen soaring at most coastal
sites in wind as low as 5 knots. Yes, you
will feel bit silly to do a nil Wind
deploymet for a successful soaring flight.
.It still has plenty of speed margin in 18
knots - if you have the muscles to launch
it.Heights of aprox. 200 m were reached
in these conditions at Flinders and
Portsea.

.Even vith the lowest wing loadind it is
very stable and recoverable in heavy
thermals. If you do get a tuck - it is not a
major worry. Excel will take care of it.

Hyou are realy serious about flying - think EXCEL. There are not
many paragliders like this. Not for this price, anyway:

$3850.00

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
FINANCE AVAIlABLE

SPAN ............................... 12.36 M
AREA .............................. 29.8 M SQ
NUMBER OF CELLS ...49
SPEED SYSTEM .......... STANDARD
ASPECT RATIO ........... 5.12

MATERIAL ................... SKYfEX
SPEED RANGE ............ 20/37/43 K!H
MIN. SINK ...................... 1.1 M/S
GLIDE ............................ 7+
RATING ......................... 2 (2"B"s) SHY
Now also available in 26 m sq sizel

JUSfRA PARAGLIDERS, 49 MAUDE ST. MT. MARTIiA VIC 3934 TEL.IFAX 059 741599
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Conditions for Hang
Gliding Operations in
Kosciusko National Park
- Turnut District
MtTaIbingo
1.

The site is restricted to HGFA members
with Intermediate or Advanced Pilot
Certificates only and is jointly controlled by the HGFA and the NPWS. The
site is subject to the Regulations and
By-laws of the NPWS and the HGFA.
(Advanced Paraglider pilots only)

2.

All pilots intending to fly this site must
obtain prior approval from the
HGFA!I'umut Aero Club - Hang Glidinglnstructor or Safety Officer. At least
seven (7) days prior notice of intention
to fly is required.

3.

All pilots intending to fly Mt Talbingo
must register at the HGFA office
(Tumut) or the Tumut Aero Club as
arranged in the prior notification requirement. each pilot will be required to
enter their name, HGFA Membership
number and Pilot Certificate details in
the register before issue of the key to the
nominated DUTY OFFICER who will
be a senior advanced pilot or safety officer. AHGFARecord of Qualifications
and log book will be sighted by the
registering officer.

No HGFA Membership/Record of
Qualifications (or Overseas Equivalent)
NO FLY
4. Even upon arrival, site or weather conditions may warrant cancellation of previous permission given.

Competitor in 1992 Australian Open - p Colleen Doyle, Tumut
and Adelong Times
in a fine (minimum value of replacement
locks and keys) and a suspension from
flying rights for all members of that
group for at least one season with possible further disciplinary action. Failure
to lock the gate after retrieve vehicle
exits track will result in similar action
against pilots.
8.

=

5.

A minimum group size of three (3) is
required.

6.

A Safety Officer or Advanced pilot must
be designated as DUTY OFFICER. The
Duty Officer will be responsible for the
groups activities including site requirements and flight safety aspects.

7.

KEYS and Gates
The Duty Officer will be require to
return the key to the designated Local
person as arranged at the signing of the
register. Failure to return key will result

9.

Intermediate pilots may only fly if a
safety officer is present and is aware of
the pilots flying ability and experience.
The safety officer must also have previously flown the site under similar conditions.
Local safety officers may restrict any
pilot from flying if conditions are, or
appear to be changing, to be beyond the
pilot's logged experience.

10. Radio communications must be available between the Duty Officer and either
the retrieve vehicle/driver, the landing
zone or the Tumut Aero Club. (Tumut
Aero Club will monitor UHF Channel
14 and CTAF VHF 126.7) It will be the
Duty Officer's responsibility to ensure
that radios are present and in working
order prior to any flight activities.

11. AU hang gliders (paragliders) must
carry a serviceable altimeter and
reserve/backup chutes are mandatory.
12. New pilots to the site must make themselves familiar with the landing zone
and consider a variety of landing approaches for the normal variable wind
conditions in the valley . A streamer or
windsock is highly recommended. The
only approved landing area is the open
ground west of the Country Club between the roadway and the water.
No other landing areas are to be used except
in EXTREME EMERGENCY.

SKYSAILOR

13 . Out of Bounds Areas
Do not fly over or within 1/2 kilometre
of the power station and electrical installations.

All pilots are reminded to be aware of
the 330 kv high tension powerlines and
numerous lower voltage lines that criscross the valley, and run along the base
of the main ridge toward Tumut.
14. No fires or smoking will be permitted at
the site at any time. All litter around the
set-up and launch areas, whether of the
group's making or not, is to be removed
from the site.
15. Any pilot found to be flying the site in
disregard to these conditions will be disciplined according to standard HGFA
procedures. This will usually result in a
suspension of the Pilot Certificate and
flying rights for a period of up to six
months.
16. Additional conditions as agreed between the HGFA and the NPWS will
apply from time to time especially
during competitions and events.

Contact Information
HGFA, PO Box 558 Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069 472888, Fx: 069 474328
Tumut Aero Club, Brungle Rd Tumut NSW
2720, Ph: 069 471148
National Parks & Wildlife Service, Tumut
District Office, PO Box 472 Tumut NSW
2720, Ph: 069 474200
Tumut Ambulance
Tumut Rescue
Talbingo Police
Tumut Police
Phil Daniels
George Tome
Greg Jeffcoat
Ian Jarman
Blowering Ranger Station

471233
472547
495244
471444
473860 H
473460 H
472100W
472888 W
495262AH .
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Administrative Hints For Clubs
Introducing a Volunteer Manager
We need a coachll
Whose turn Is It to umpire?
I did it last Year.
I've had enough of being club
secretary.
I need a break after 15 years.
Sound familiar? If not, your club must be
one of the lucky ones, not faced with the
ever-present problem of finding volunteers to
run from year to year. Much has been written
about the area of volunteers in sport and the
apparent decline in numbers of volunteers
prepared to offer their services in the conduct
of sport at all levels. A recent study on Volunteers in Sport commissioned by the
Australian Sports Commission in conjunction
with the South Australian Department of
Recreation and Sport has identified a number
of key initiatives that need to be introduced in
order to overcome some of the major
problems.
One such initiatives, it is believed, has the
potential to provide community sporting
clubs with a possible answer to many of their
volunteer problems.

z·
o

~

That is the idea of developing the concept
of a Volunteer Manager as a new role in
sport.
This newly created position should be considered in the same light as the person responsible for coaching, for development or for
administration because without a person
primarily responsible for the volunteer area it
is likely no-one will consider the relevant
issues.

It is envisaged the crucial volunteer
manager position would have a major aim of
ensuring the experience for all volunteers in
the particular club is enjoyable and satisfying.
By providing this environment for all
volunteers it is more likely that retaining
volunteers and recruiting new ones will be
much easier.
Volunteer Manager's tasks
Given that the single most difficult job any
club seems to have is gaining and retaining
volunteers, it seems logical to have a person
with this responsibility.
In his research, report author Dr John Daly
identified that many volunteers were not
recognised for their effort no matter how large
or small and as a result become disinclined to
continue providing their valuable. time.

Satisfied volunteers are more likely to continue as well as attracting others to join the
ranks. Thus sporting clubs need to concentrate on satisfying their volunteers. The
Volunteer Manager would, through a range of
tasks, be able to provide that potentially satisfying experience for the club volunteers in the
following areas.

# Job description
Providing job descriptions for all levels of
volunteers within the organisation. It may
not be the specific role of the Volunteer
Manager to write these job duty statements
but it could well be his/her responsibility to
organise their production.
# Training

A key element for any volunteer is to have
the opportunity to receive either on the job
training or attend volunteer training
programs. It is envisaged the Volunteer
Manager would be able to provide that training or facilitate the opportunity for volunteers
to attend courses. The Volunteer Manager
would need to be aware of the available courses and inform club volunteers accordingly.

# Recognition
Recognition is also an important and often
neglected area of volunteering. Too many

I
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Radios
Icom IC A 20 MKII Airband
Icom IC 40 UHF
Icom IC 40 G UHF
Also headsets, switch boxes,
spare battery packs and more.
Phone now for competitive prices!
Helmets
Carabiners (steel)
P.A. Parachutes
Sjostrom Variometres
AirBorne T-Shirts

$29

$550
$680
$25
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volunteers are not recognised for their efforts
in any way, with some only being recognised
after it is too late or in an inappropriate manner. The Volunteer Manager could initiate
suitable acknowledgment schemes to recognise all volunteer effort. Examples such as:
• a letter of appreciation at the end of a
season.
• organising a free supply of club T-shirts
for volunteers.
• recognising special volunteer effort
club newsletters.

In

# Maintaining records
Associated with the recognition of volunteers is the need to keep records of the volunteer effort within the club. This could also
take the form of a register of volunteers and
their relevant skills. This needs to be
upgraded continually with regular personal

contact being make with all volunteers in the
club.

# Rostering of duties
One of the problems expressed by current
volunteers is the difficulty they have in standing down when they believe the time is appropriate. The Volunteer Manager could
establish a roster system of volunteers which
uses more volunteers for a shorter period
thereby reducing the burnout effect and the
exploitation of volunteers. An advantage of
such a scheme is that volunteers are more
readily able to move between tasks and are
less likely to become bored, which ultimately
leads to more enthusiastic volunteers.
# Targeting new volunteers

The Volunteer Manager would be the best
person to ascertain the specific volunteer
needs of the club. Where a shortage is identified, the Volunteer Manager could target

Pictured here is an Enterprise
Wings Combat sharing the
airspace with a Qantas 747 in the
hangar at the Australian Aviation College, Para field Airport,
Adelaide. The college is owned
by Hawker de Haviland and the
event was the graduation dinner
for the Qantas "8" course cadets.
Approximately 250 people attended, including college staff,
instructors, mechanics and some
senior Qantas managers. Some
positive feedback regarding
hang gl iding was obtained,
along with the usual paranoia
and ignorance from those who
prefer burning fossil fuels. the
organisers wanted plenty of different types of aircraft on display and there was also an
ultralight up in the hangar roof.
The dinner was attended by
Jonathan Foote, who is studying
to be a pilot (commercial
variety) at the University of
South Australia and is also a
hang glider pilot.
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specific groups of potential volunteers such
as retired groups, high school students and
service groups and service groups and invite
them to become involved.
In essence the Volunteer Manager will be
able to "look after" the needs of the club
volunteers as well as raising the profile of
these people.

By appointing a person whose sole responsibility is to service the needs of the volunteers, it is hoped club volunteers would not be
treated as the last group to be considered,
rather as being of equal importance.
The onus is now on clubs to consider the
value of making such an appointment, and in
so doing identifying within the organisation
suitable people who could take on the role of
addressing the development and management
needs of their volunteers. For more information on the volunteer manager concept, contact the Australian Sport Commission
Development Consultant, Jeff Dry, on (06)
2521445.

"Volunteers in the sporl/recrealion sector
are on the decline. The supporl;ng,jacilitaling infrastructure of sport/recrealion in
Australia has been ignored or taken for
granted. There is a large number of volunteers servicing sporl and recrealion but there
is also a large and frequent turnover. Many
indicale diSSalisfaction in their role. Many,
as they leave are not being replaced. The
'sport system', in parlicular, is endangered
by the declining number of volunteers and
this decline must be arrested. /I
(Action Plan - Volunteers in Sport - Dr
John Daly 1991)
Reprinted from Aussie Sport action, Winter
1992 0
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Our Hang Gliding Sites
Through A Visitor's
Eyes
A year ago (September) a few months
before we arrived. I wrote one of my infamous "Masked Snivellers" to introduce two
of our best friends who were travelling
throughout Eastern Oz. A solid "King Hit" it
was. It was done in good fun in order to
stimulate Dave into suitable retribution. I
have worked long and hard to nurture my
reputation and was quite disappointed when
nothing came of my effort. Ah well, life goes
on. It has been very strange to hang out here
and be treated as a "normal" human being.

"Getaway". For a focus activity holiday it has
to be one of the best value for dollar getaway
I can imagine. I have also had the opportunity
to fly with some of Lee's ex-students and I
have been extremely impressed with their
basic skill level and in-air piloting decisions.
It says it all in that EVERY pilot I've meet
first recommends you and your facility.
Thank you Lee. "Yall jes dance with the one
what brung yah".

ing. The primary site at Manilla is a Ion!:
V-shaped ridge with SW, Sand W facing
Take offs. Talk is of an E and NW launch
possibilities. Soil Cons. has punched in a
very good road to the S.W. launch (steep and
soft so 4WD required) as well as grading a
huge on-top L.Z. There must be room to set
up 10,000 gliders there. The S.W. launch
called Baldwin is the Oz equivalent of "Point
of the Mountain" in Utah (U.SA.),

I am not putting down other instructors or
facilities, I just "thank the ones what 'brung
me' ". And one of those was Bruce Barcham
at Rylestone who was also a great help.

A new N. site has been developed and an
east ridge north of Baraba, yet to be
developed, puts Lake Elsinore in California
to shame. Ridge runs down the range skirting
the Tamworth Control Zone to Singleton are
an easy 200 km downwind slide in any
westerly. With the exception of a couple of
breaks you could ridge run 100 kms + north
of Baraba. There are unbroken sections of
ridge which are 10, 20 and 30 km long
throughout the region facing every direction.

Anyhow we have been here for nearly one
full year now and are preparing our return
home. We would like to take the opportunity
to thank some of the many people who have
helped to make our holiday such a memorable
one.

We have had the chance to tour many of the
sites throughout Australia over the past year.
There is no finer way to go sight seeing than
in a hang glider. You end up seeing places
and things most of the human race could
never dream of. There are many beautiful and
wonderful sites to be taken in here. One
however has recently come to my attention
which stands head and shoulders above the
rest.

Towing is a rare activity in Canada . We
were advised by Forrest Park (Air Support)
and others to go to Taree (Little John) to see
Lee Scott. To those of you who are contemplating lessons or are recommending to
friends, Lee has an absolutely World Class
training facility and the bunkhouse accommodation is material for the T.V. Show

Steve Hocking recommended I go out and
check out the area generally called Tamworth
- more accurately the ManillalBaraba region,
past Warilda . There is a new (and although
small) very active club there which is actively
developing sites in what I firmly believe will
prove to be one of the top five flying areas in
the world. The potential there is breathtak-

THE
IS HERE

AREA:
SPAN:
NOSE ANGLE:
ASPECT RATIO:
GLIDER WEIGHT:
OPTIMUM PILOT
WEIGHT RANGE:
PILOT SKILL:
PRICE:

145 sq ft
33 ft
1280
7.8
70lbs

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia's calendar
features extroar dinary photographs of hang gliding
and paraglid ing from all over Austr alia from Buffalo to Byron , fr o m th e Fl atl ands
to Stanwell (and more)!

13.5 sq mtr
10.0 mtr
1280
7.8
31.8 kgs

140-2001bs 63-90 kgs
Advanced
Advanced
$4,395.00

The NRMA map for New England and
Northern Tablelands proves good roads go up
every valley with ridges on one or both sides,
no more than a stone's throwaway. There are
landing paddocks everywhere , ridges
everywhere, roads everywhere. You're looking at a dream land. If you can't soar there
you don't want to; it's blown out or it's raining. For those of you who get the winter
withdrawals you are given notice that you

It goes (rornJWY- 1992 until December 1993.
It's 16 pages, in full co lou r
and it's twice as big as this magazine.
Why no t als o pick up a video co py o f th e
1992 A us t ra lia n Openl O ver 120 pilot s fl ew 8 ac ti on
packed days at T umut, N SW .

, .......... _----- .... __.... _---------- .. _-_ .... _------
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i Name:_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _.
! Add ress:_ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ __
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___

_

Copy(s) at Au st. $30 (incl udes airma il)

$23 (in Aust. only - includ es postage)
_ _ _ Copy(s ) at Aust. $58 (incl udes air mail)
$44 (i n Aust. on ly - inc lud es postage)
VHS
NTSC
SECAM

o

0

0

SEND TO . H G FA. 143 Wyna rd St. TUMUT. NSW AUSTRALIA 2720

' ._ ... _---_. _.-._.
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Sites continued... :
~

have NOW totally run out of excuses. This
place is full bore on all year round.
Shop and compare. The Columbia Valley
in British Columbia is fantastic but strictly
N/S runs. The Sierra Nevada's can be down
right scary, are basically limited to one route
and most of the time is a long, long way from
retrieval. Expert pilots only. The Great Rift
is a "loner's" excursion. So few have flown
it and so little is known about it, each pilot
breaks their own ground. The Urals in Russia, Yugoslavia, the Alps and Chilli comprise
the other great concentrations of flying areas.
Tamworth has none of their disadvantages.
While the ridges are typically only 1500 to
2000 high, there are times of day, takeoffs and
LZ's for every skill level. The XC Potential

Around about •••
Sporting Achievements
Steve Moyes has been nominated for induction to the Sport Australia Hall of Fame and
will join other great Australian sportspeople
who will be named on Wednesday 9 December 1992.
His selection followed a process beginning
with nomination by a national sporting organsiation, a review of his career by an Advisory
Sub-committee, and finally endorsement by
the 1992 Selection Committee.
Dawn Fraser, Chairman of the 1992 Selection Committee and First woman inductee to
the Sport Australia Hall of Fame, wrote to
Steve the following:
"/ believe that membership of the Sport
Australia Hall ofFame is the ultimate honour
for Australian sportspeople because indenti{lCatum of the entrants relies entirely on
recognition of their abilities by their peers in
sport.

is staggering. With the exception of the Tamworth Control Zone which is not a logical
route, you can go all 360· of the circle.
It is a proven soaring area. Warwick Kenny
and Ian McPhee at Lake Keepit Soaring, are
world renowned XC glider pilots. They run
8 to 900 km out and then return competitions
there with high completion rates.
I have never seen a more inviting site to go
XC from. You takeoff and just want to go!
go! go! It is absolute HANG GLIDING
HEAVEN.

I would like to invite you all to come and
fly in the Pacific North West of N. America.
The HGAC, has given copies of the
H.G.A.B.C. Site Guide to the Northern
Beaches Club in Sydney, and to the HGFA c/Ian Jarman. This gives detailed information
about 75 of our best sites - maps, directions
progressive.
The two battens adjacent to the slot were not
to profile, effectively moving the position of
the slot.
When rigging the K4 it is important that the
kingpost is up; to attach the luff-lines to the
king post before pulling on the crosstube tension; and to check your batten profile before
inserting the battens into the sail.
New Glider
Solar Wings, UK, has just certified under
the BHGA standard a new intermediate
glider. The Whisper 158, designed by Darren
Arkwright, has flight characteristics ideal for
low air-time pilots. It has a low stall speed and
a 50 mile per hour top speed. The glider is
finished in traditional Solar Wings gold
anodising with either aerofil or round
uprights. Speed bar and aerofoil kingpost
comes standard. The Whisper weighs 27
kilos.
The Smallest Helicopter in the World

/ regard my own selection to the Sport
australia Hall ofF ame as a pinnacle of sporting achievement and / feel both very proud
and humble to be ranked witht he other
Australians who have received similar recognition. "

Overseas News
Airwave K4 Rigging Proceedure
A relatively new glider recently serviced at
Airwave, UK, showed signs of distress and
elongtion to the slot in the sail at the leading
edge where the top lateral rigging passes
through . There were several reasons for this
happening:
It appears that the cross tube tension was
pulled on with the kingpost in the stowed
(down) position.
It also appears that the action of pulling the
cross tube tension on, was not smooth and
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Comes from Italy. Engineered by Augusto
Cicare and named the CH 7 Angel, this tiny
machine offers affordable price and maintenance costs.
Technical Specs: 7.150 mm length, 1.600
mrn width and 2.808 mrn height, weighing
170 kgs.
Powered by the 600 cc Rotax two stroke,
two cylinder engine delivering 65 bhp at
6.500 rpm, the Angel can reach the altitude of
3.500 metres, and land at 2.100 metres. Its
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to TO and LZ's, condition of roads, and contact names and numbers. If you want your
own copy send CDN $17.00 plus mailing
costs to Martin Henry, President, 3595 Old
Clayburn Road, Abbotsford B.C. CANADA
V2S6B7. Site Guides for Washington and
Oregon State are available from the Cloudbase Country Club c/- US Hang Gliding
Magazine.
Fred Wilson can be contacted: 504
Windthrop Road, Victoria B.C. CANADA
V9C3B5, 1-604-474-5785, or c/- Dr
Sovereign, 7604 Kidstow Road Vernon B.C.
CANADA V1B1S2. 1-604-545-2004.
Fly the Okanogan (Vernon, Kamloops), and
the Columbia Valley (Golden, Invermere,
WASA) ...

two fuel tanks have a capacity of 40 litres
giving a flying range of 3 hours at a crusing
speed of 110 km/h. Maximum rate of climb
is 7 m/sec while maximum spped is rated at
140 krn/h.
For further information and /or photo
material please contact: Elisport - Strada
Traforo del Pino, 104 - 10132 Torino -Italy,
Tel. Int. + 11 + 8 999 565, Fax Int. + 11 + 8
999618, or Skysailor.
New Products - "Air Brakes"
While I was in Germany in August I came
across what pilots have been discussing here
for years - air brakes. These air brakes were
fitted by the manufacturer (I missed their
name) to what appeared to be a standard
looking hang glider (see photograph).
They
are
operated by sliding a collar
along the base
bar, left and right
opera ted i nd ependently. The
pilot mentioned
that they are
used to turn into
that difficult thermal which is trying to tip you
out.
The other use of course is during landing,
to increase drag and therefore reduce L-O,
where naturally both left and right brake is
applied together. Th e pilot said they were
quite effective. The brakes are released some
time before flaring. This system
has not caught on
all that we ll in
Europe yet, as I
only saw one of
these throughout
Germany, Austria
and Switzerland.
RonRimkus •
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My first encounter with this canopy was at
Sunnyside Beach. I was flying my Cirrus and
there was also a Voodoo and a Falhawk in the
air. One Neo made a brief appearance, gliding straight to the beach - the conditions were
pretty light and all of us were flying quite low.
Then I spotted another paragJider, well
above us. The bright pink colour and 12m
span was hard not to notice ....But most importantly: its pilot didn't seem to have our
problems. He was flying all over the place at
will - above the car park, golf course and
occasionally disappearing somewhere above
Mornington beaches.
Eventually the wind dropped to about 5
knots and we all bombed out. The pilot of the
big pink thing didn't seem to notice the
change of conditions and continued flying in
the same manner. After some 15 minutes he
top landed - by a "B stall" from a considerable
height - complaining of cold and loneliness.
Then I realised I'd just witnessed the first
flight of an Excel paragJider in Australia, still
"hot from the oven". Serial number 003, by
the way. A close look at the canopy revealed
excellent workmanship all round and
materials which you would expect on top
quality paragliders. According to the
manufacturer, Justra Stratos, Excel has been
• designed with a maximum stress on its
stability. Being familiar with 2 other
paragliders by the same people (Classic and
Accord) I could imagine what it meant.
Despite its extremely low wing loading it is
supposed to be one of most stable canopies
in its class. It's rated 2 SHY, with only 2
"B"s. I didn't need much convincing about
its performance. I just wanted a test flight.
In fact, I wanted the canopy right away ....
I got my chance in about three weeks time.
The conditions at Cairns Bay were strong and
the prospects of deploying 30 m sq., high
performance canopy were not very inviting.
To my surprise, ground handling was much
easier than I thought. The forces were
proportional to the size, but in general, the
whole thing was very stable and didn't have
much tendency to wander on sides. If it did
overshoot, it did not tuck - just kept flying
slightly forward. From the first moment in
the air I had the feeling of stability and safety.
Turns were extremely accurate and smooth.
I got the "feel" of the canopy within a few
minutes. Despite its impressive span Excel
was able to make 190 degree turns in a very
small space without a noticeable loss of
height. I've experienced similar sensations
when turning a full size aircraft - completely
different from any other paraglider I've ever
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Rick Wilson at Blow Hole Creek - photo by Ramon Treloar
tried before. It doesn't seem to be a canopy
for exhibiting swift aerobatic manoeuvres. It
behaves more like an airliner, with all the
feeling of grace and safety. But it's not

p

I

awkward - just smooth. By chance I was
again flying in the company of several other
high performance canopies.
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Small size, light weight, great precision!
The perfect flight instrument for those who love thermals
Amazingly light and easy to handle it will give all the information
today's pilot won't do without anymore
Altimeter
Standard altitude up to 8000 meters
3 fixed altitudes (exclusive)
• temporary altitude, for easy
measurement of altitude gain
during the flight

Speedmeter ( Piccolo 2 Only)
• with propeller-probe
range:1 - 120 km/h
Dimensions and weight
105x81x37mm
195 grammes ( with battery )

Variometer
optical
analog and digital up to +/- 20 m/s
( in FPM-mode:
pointer up to 40 x 100 FPM ,
digits up to 30 x 100 FPM )
acoustic
inteNal acoustics , varying spacing
sinksound with changing tones for
more or less pronounced sinkrate.
The sinkrate is adjustable and an
offset-window (no sound) can be
introduced (exclusive)
Sink alarm

t
AIRCOTEC
\

AUSTRALIA:
27 Oberon Avenlie
East Hawthorn 3123 Vic.
Phone I Fax 03 882 4130
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:Flying
Excel continued... :
~

In strong conditions the superiority of Excel
wasn't so striking. But by no means was it
left behind! Realising that this was going to
cost me only $3,600 including a speed system, I was really laughing.

On a second flight I decided to try a few
tricks too. There was no problem to reach a
safe height above water. In fact, I never had a
chance to see this site from that perspective
before - except when flying a Cessna!
It seems almost impossible to stall Excel
accidentally with trim set for "fast". On the
lowest speed setting a bit of caution is advisable. The trim is very effective and allows
you to fly with hands off brakes for long
periods. Also, best glide is with full trim, no
brakes. This takes the guesswork of this important setting. Excel takes asymmetric tucks
with a noticeable change of direction - but no
more than you would expect of a canopy with
5.1 aspect ratio - then recovers swiftly, with
a reassuring thump. B-stall is a delight - fortunately - because it seems to be the only way
to get the Excel down. "s turns" proved to be
just pathetic, when only hint of a lift existed.
The canopy in "b" stall remains stable and
predictable. The rate of fall can be smoothly
adjusted, while maintaining directional control as well. Recovery is instantaneous and

there is not the slightest tendency of getting
parachutal.

to get you "over the edge", when you get in
trouble with penetration.

I've made a couple of measurements. The
hard to believe manufacturers figures proved
to be quite modest (how refreshing!). My
calculation of glide ratio brought me the number of 7.4 - and repeating the experiment
simple didn't help. Finally I've started to
believe it! The 1.1 mls sink rate is spot on mind, I'm in about 314 of its maximum loading! Does it sink at all with lighter pilots? The
quoted speeds are right too, including the
rather disappointing only 6 kJh increase with
the speed system. Still, the unique design lets
Excel maintain its high resistance to frontal
tucks. The speed system is clearly meant only

I didn't try a full frontal tuck or spiral.
Excel is rated "B" here and I didn't want to
take too many chances on my first couple of
flights. Landing is a delightful as the rest of
the handling.

While packing Excel, I've noticed a little
blue circle, marking the centre of the leading
edge. Well, perfection consists from little
things, after all!
Did I buy the canopy? What a question!
Look for that bright purple paraglider, shaped
like wing of the Spitfire, high above you!
Mick SlIoltes

~

National

Phase III
Trike Instructor Seminar

Wednesd.y 10th MIl,h · Tueod.y "'h Mu,h 1993 .

"You either do

i~

or you DARE to do itl"
C 1882 by PARNANG

The HGFA Phase m Seminar is for those people who realise the need to improve their standard of instruction, and
those pilots entering an instructional career for the first time. Additionally, the seminar will focus on pilot awareness and
overall airmanship, with an aim to improve his/her flying skills and techniques.
This is a comprehensive nine day seminar covering many topics with varied speakers. The issue of safety will be
integrated throughout the seminar with case studies of incidents during the past five years.
Professional attitudes combined with precise instructional standards will contribute to maintaining an acceptable level of
safety for all spons administered by the HGFA.

Chris Brandon
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A Pilot's Glory
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Unexpected pleasures are always nice and
the best flights are often totally unpredictable.
Saturday, August 15th, was an ordinary sort
of late winter's day, the sort of day when my
husband, Colin, and I head off with the gliders
on the roof, but half expect to do a bit ofbeach
walking instead of flying. My father, Bob,
came along, just in case it might be possible
to do the 23 kilometre Cape Jervis coast run
to Lady Bay at Normanville. He's a great
launch assistant and hang driver.
Gloom set in a little on the way down south.
The trees were barely moving and the weather
vane on top of the Aldinga church steeple
indicated N.N.W., too northerly for Jervis.
We drove on past Myponga Cliffs and the
sight of a neat line of cars of hopeful pilots
waiting for the wind to pick up. We decided
to check out Wirrina.
Wirrina is a holiday resort about 100
kilometres south of Adelaide . It consists of
many acres of rolling green hills ending in
300 ft cliffs, which in themselves form part of
the Jervis coast run. We have permission to
use a two-wheel drive track which goes
straight to an ideal launch area, as long as we
don't put up permanent streamers or
windsocks that would scare the horses. Horse
riding is one ofthe many activities offered at
the resort.
Tree tops well behind the launch area stirred
faintly in a fairly northerly breeze as we
pulled up. Wind lines on the ocean also indicated that it was off to the north. Walking
through long, damp grass to the cliff face, we
were treated to an array of wind directions and
strengths normal for this sheer cliff launch.
Behind the car it was north; in front of the car
and over the fence it was north-east; a few
more paces and it was dead; but at the cliff
face it was virtually straight up and a nice
even 8-10 knots. We decided to go for it.
Sheer cliff launches always require thought
and concentration and Wirrina is no exception. Colin gallantly encouraged me to go
first and I was grateful for his assistance. At
first the glider was easy to carry but then it
was all I could do to hold one feisty wing
down as we approached th e edge. A take-off
starting back a bit could have been very unforgiving. Starting near the edge with the best
chance of holding th e wing;; level enabled a
smooth two step and a shove lift-off. Magic!
Immediate, smooth 200ft/minute lift got my
Sjostrom happily sqawking. In next to no
time I was 600ft over take-off and eager to let
other pilots know it was on.
"Hang glider, hang glider, does anyone
copy Sue at Wirrina?"
An immediate answer, "Yes, I copy you Sue".
Why did that voice sound so familiar? The
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penny dropped.
"Is that you Colin?"
"Yes, I'm about to launch." So much for
spreading the news!

northerly on the beach at Lady Bay.
Meanwhile, at Normanville, the lift was light
but consistent and I was able to easily maintain about 300ft above the ridge top. The
wind had dropped and wind lines on the water
indicated a light northerly . The little clouds
kept forming and drifting slowly in, accumulating in a dense and pure white bank of
cloud on top of and in the lee of the hill.

Colin joined me in the abundant lift and we
noticed an interesting little cloud street roIling in from the sea at cliff height about a
kilometre to the north. I radioed that I was
going down to check out the cloud and Colin
followed in close pursuit. Height loss on the
way was minimal and we arrived near the
cloud. It was a fairyland of constantly forming wisps coming in from the sea.

Suddenly, there it was again, this time brilliantly depicted in all its glistening magic
against the impenetrable whiteness; a perfect,
circular rainbow of clearly-defined colours
s.u rroundingmy glider's shadow on the cloud.
I was not only seeing a pilot's glory, but being
treated to it as perfect as I imagine it comes.
I flew back and forth along the half kilometre
or so ridge line savouring over and over again
this wonderful spectacle. A conversation
about radio parts between tow ground-bound
strangers coming over the radio made the
experience seem other-worldly.

Minutes later we had both crossed the gap
in the cliffs before Lady Bay and were flying
the main Normanville slope. Bits of cloud
seemed to be forming everywhere in little
puffy lines; out to sea, from the fields below,
and from the rocks on the beach.
A wondrous slight suddenly caught my attention on the cloud beside me. After 14 years
of flying hang gliders, there faintly but surely
was my first every experience of a pilot's
glory. In a state of great excitement I radioed
Colin. I couldn't even remember what this
fantastic phenomenon was called but I
garbled on about glider shadow and a rainbow
and he soon reported that he had one too.

Colin was all packed up, so I left my rainbow behind before it left me and went down
to land. There was absolutely no wind but,
uncharacteristically for me, I capped off the
experience with a nose-up landing. Minutes
later Colin and my father drove up.

After that, Colin decided to head back to
Wirrina, an unfortunate decision as it turned
out. The lift seemed to quit abruptly and he
quickly found himself landing into a light

This flight goes into my collection of truly
memorable hang gliding experiences.
Sue Hansen

*

NEWS FLASH NEWS FLASH NEWS FLASH
* Order now for Xmas *
Available now by mail order
"My girl said if I go hang gliding againlhis weekend,
she'll leave me. "
"Guess I'll miss her. "
Colour: White o nly

L

XL
Shorl Sleeve
Long Sleeve

$19.95 -T-shirt
$3.05 - Postage
Anywhere in Australia

Complete and mail with money order or cheque to Adventure Tours Australia 3 Derwent Street, Wheeler
Heights NSW 2098,
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Straight and Level
Reprinted from June/July 1992 Cross Country

Pitch Tests and Pilot Response
BY DARREN ARKWRIGHT
Sitting on the sail of an inverted glider
is something I have, so far, managed to
avoid. Here I would like to talk about
how a glider stays the right way up.
Pitch testing and pilot response to
turbulence are both equally important.
To define a few tenns before we start, a
positive pitching moment is a force trying
to lift the nose of the glider, negative
pitching moment is a force nose down.
Equally a positive pitching rate is a rate
at which the nose is rising.
That the glider should pass a pitch test
goes without saying, the pitch curve for a
glider would look like Figure 1. If the
pilot flies as slowly as possible, the incidence would be a little more than 15°
and the bar would push backward toward
the pilot. If he then goes faster, he or she
will pass through a speed (trim speed) at
which there is no bar pressure, and move
on to speeds at which the control bar
pushes forward. Should a glider with
such a pitch curve encounter a gust of
wind that reduces the incidence to below
2°, it will automatically try to raise the
nose very forcefully.
Flight testing can cover the incidences
above 2°, but a hang glider can not easily
be flown at lower incidences than that, so
the pitch test tries to simulate possible
flying conditions. The test is looking for
two potential problems, instability and
unwanted stability.
The problem of instability is easily understood. If a glider has a pitch curve that
looks like Figure 2, it will have a tendency to lower its nose automatically once
the incidence is below 2°. In flight the
glider would feel quite normal until the
incidence was reduced below 3°, but if a
gust reduced the indicidence to 0° such a
glider would tumble.
A second problem is that of unwanted
stable points on the curve. The trim speed
is an obvious stable point. If the incidence is reduced a positive pitch force is
generated which lifts the nose and raises
the incidence. If the nose goes up and
incidence goes up, then a negative pitching force is generated, which lowers
the nose again. The glider in Figure 3 has
two stable points on its curve, the second
one is at very low incidence and would
result in a stable high speed dive.
If we assume that we have a pitch stable
glider, we must remember that it is only
capable of generating a force that will lift
the nose. If the glider is rotating nose
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down, it will take some time for the rotation to stop and for each glider there is
a level of turbulence that will overcome
the pitch stability. Our question now is
"how can the pilot help prevent the nose
going down and raise the level of turbulence that can be sustained?"
Here are two reasons for flying a little
faster than normal in turbulence. If a
glider, flying at a speed represented by
the arrow shown below, is hit by a gust
represented by the second arrow; the
pitch stable
glider will
lower its
nose to fly
into the new
appare n t
airflow direction.
This could
produce a high negative pitching rate that
the glider's pitch stability may be unable
to stop. If the glider is flown faster, the
change in angle of the flow will be
smaller, so the glider will not rotate so far.
The second reason for flying faster is that
the aerodynamic forces on the glider are
all bigger at higher speeds, including the
pitching moment. It is also said that you
pass through the areas of most severe
turbulence faster, which is good, but it
causes you to hit the bumps much harder
which is not so good, 50 - 60 km/h would
seem to be a good speed range for flying
in turbulence.
How the pilot respond s if the glider is
tipped nose down will, in the most severe
cases, have a marked effect upon whether
the glider recovers or tumbles.
A weight shift aeroplane undergoes control reversal when it is producing negative lift. That is to say, if the glider is
producing negative lift and the pilot
wants to raise the nose of the glider, he
must move his weight forwards. If the
glider is producing no lift, the pilot has
almost no control, as he has no effective
weight. If a glider starts to rotate nose
dow.n in turbulence many pilots are
tempted to push out. Should the glider continue to rotate until it is producing negative lift pushing out will help
the glider to tumble. In the most severe cases, the negative lift may pull
the control bar from the pilot's hands and
he will land on the sail. Where the pi lot lands on the sail is obviously very
important, if he lands at the back, he
SKYSAILOR
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will help tumble the glider.
The control bar should be held "in" if the
glider is rotating nose down, because it is
much easier to hang on to the bar if it is
near your chest. If the bar is "in" the
pilot will land near the nose should he
fall on the sail.
As a final tip, many pilots use much more
bank in turbulent thennals. In a tight tum,
the glider is rotating nose-up quite fast,
any turbulence must first stop this nose
up rotation before it can start a nose
down one.
As a summary, the best way to tumble is
to fly a glider with poor pitch stability (or
a modified glider, which may therefore
be poor) slowly in turbulent conditions.
Then , when the nose of the glider is
rotating nose down the pilot should make
the control moves that will keep it going.
That is, a quick pull in whilst the glider is
still producing positive lift, then moving
to push out when the glider stops producing positive lift in the hope that it will
create negative lift. Any pilot who goes
through the procedure often enough
should turn the glider upside-down eventually. Flying faster with the bar pulled in
and holding the bar "in" and hanging on
is your best defence.
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The Nova Phoenix breaks the rules of current classification combining top performance
and safety. Nova and their designer Hannes Papesh have a worldwide reputation for
excellence and perfection.
The Phoenix is manufactured in Nova's own factory using only the best quality materials.
The Phoenix has been flown by Nova's test pilots over a 12 month period and refined
to perfection I
Take off procedures are simply excellent. The Phoenix does not roll or surge on take off,
it simply pops up above the pilot making launches safe and easyl

The Phoenix comes in 2 sizes

25
Legal takc-ofTweight
(pilot & 15kg of equipmcnt)

70-110 kg

28
80-120kg

Both sizes have Giitesiegel Class 2 and straight A's In Acpuls.
~ARRANGE A

TEST FLIGHT WITH YOUR LOCAL DEALER~

NOVA IMPORTER
Ted Jenkins
2/70 Gavan Street,Brlght 3741
Ph/Fax: (057) 55 2285

DEALERS:
VIC: Alpine Paragliding (057) 55 1753
ACT: ACT Paragliding (06) 282 3612
NSW:Future Wings Paragliding (042) 674 570

N VA the INN VATOR
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

hopefully we can get one or two more in
before the agm. It would be appreciated if all
people who say they want to compete at least
have a go or not bother to enter because if you
just have a fly and land at the beach it ruins
the scoring system - and is not fair to those
who truly want to try hard. One thing to
remember is that if you don't at least have a
go your flying will never improve, competition is the greatest teacher. The final score for
the year is arrived at by halving the total
number of comps and adding one, taking your
best scores for that number of comps to make
the total - so it pays to try as you don't have
to fly in them all to win. Also there will be
trophies down to third.
Safe flying,

Gerry
Total
Gerry
Marg
Warrick
Phil
Ian Mc
Ian Gr
Nev
Steve
Paul
Croc
Kevin
Ray
Chris
Andrew
John

25

19
14
16
12
12
11

9
7
7
9
9
5

1
1

machine. After hearing all those talented
people sing, all I have to say is don't give up
your day jobs!
Our fearless Secretary Roo, had a bit of bad
luck. I saw him driving up the strip at one
stage with that 'I could just chuck' look. Rob
unfortunately lost his UHF radio somewhere
near the top of the tow, approximately lOOOft
up. So Rob thought he would drive along the
2km airstrip hoping to find it - buckley'S, I
thought. As fortune would have it Rob did
find it - but it didn't work. It looked in good
shape, so I suggested he check if th e battery
hadn't become dislodged. It had, he reattached it and well blow me, it worked. So, if
you want a UHF with proven lOOOft fall resistance, I'd recommend a GME Electrophoneit works for Rob.
The last Regional fly-in was at Kyogle in
mid November. Although both days were
quite over developed, a number of good XC
flies were still had. For those gregarious participants who managed to sleep 7 in one motel
room it will no doubt be a memorable
weekend, and I won't forget that eagle at
Wiangaree that remodelled the leading edges
of myoId GTR with its talons.
There are a number of well coiffured heads
walking around lately. That's due to the
talented Louella - the Club's up and coming
female pilot. Although only a novice pilot
Louella has had a number of memorable moments, including the tethered human kite. If
the haircuts are any guide, Louella's flying
will also be impressive in the future, as it is at
present.
Peter Andrews headed off after Kyogle to
experience some southern sites. It certainly
was the look of a happy man behind the wheel
of his red Mitsubishi as he left the Kyogle
Hotel without a care in the world - well at least
none in Australia - have a good one Pete.

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
On the last weekend in October the Wondai
Airstrip again was converged upon by the
towing faithful. Although the Cu's looked
great, only a few pilots hooked a good thermal. As always Speedie, Ted and Mark
showed how it was done. But the highlight
was certainly seeing Brenda's mi Ie wide
smile after havinga few excell ent tows. Brenda, the Club takes its collective hats off to you,
and that ingenious Speedie for his fitting of
the caster wheels.
Saturday night saw the Wondai Hotel rock
to some old time rock and roll via the kareoke
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Don't forget December 27 is day one of the
Rainbow Beach competition. Don't forget
your tow bridles either, why carry your glider
to launch when you can fly. Steve Johnson
has promised to entertain the masses at the
barbeques, he may even play guitilr.
See you there.

Ron Rimkus, President

New South Wales
Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club
Howdy all
Some good flying of late aro und our neck of
the woods with a few of the boys checkingout
the si tes in the Tamworth area, all getting
airborn and circling skywards.
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A couple of us went boat towing last
weekend with OZ flight, a very fun event towing up to about 1,600 ASL and drifting
with a few clouds and landing back in Brian's
backyard - after soaring the 50ft trees in his
backyard.
Thanks to Rob Pendleton for operating his
winch in a safe faultless way and also thanks
to Ian Duffy from OZ flight for the use of his
equipment. While I am thanking people,
many thanks to Drew Cooper for building my
new rocketship and the whole Moyes Crew
for their help.
So that's about it for this month, tly high,
stay safe.

Duncan Brown

Northern Beaches Club

~

We're Back! Sorry to miss last month's
instalment, but a heavy workload up to the
planning of the Expo took its toll. As for the
Expo itself, 1st November was a washout with
the 29th set as the alternative date. This
would've occurred by the time you read this,
so hopefully all went well.
The Rylestone Aerodrome is now ours!
The lease is being finalised and the 1st working bee blitz krieged the clubhouse on the
weekend of the 6th November. People
worked like Egyptian Pyramid builders - carting off no less than 20 loads of rubbish to the
tip. The reward for the work was aero towing
by Bill Moyes (who also worked like a man
possessed) on the Sunday. Special thanks to
the few who put in so much - it's not unrecognised - let's hope for a bigger turnout next
time. (A message to Mr Reece - the man who
kindly offered the paint for the clubhouse.
I've lost your number, could you please get
back in touch with me, Thanks).
A recent trip to the Tamworth area saw
some great flying and some great washouts.
The potential of the area however is evident
as this region promises to be the next big
"must visit" area for flying.
The Coast has been providing some great
tlyingwith some of the bigger sites now starting to lend themselves to our renewed
presence. A reminder to everyone, all sites
north of Long Reef are ADVANCED or al2:
~ INTERMEDIATES~. You lllllli
be financial and if not a local or experienced
in these sites, then you lllllli contact a local
first.
Congratulations to Adam Hunt who recently became sponsored by MOOVE MILK.
"The flying milkshake" has been seen gracing
the skies frequently, no doubt doing his sponsor proud.
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The old edge, "If it ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....
wasn't for bad luck,
he'd have no luck at
all", has hung firmly
around the neck of
David Watkins in
recent times. After
having a whole set of
Left hand side battens
for his XS stolen from
the beach at Long
Reef, every time he
now reaches for a
glider, some mystical
spell overcomes the
glider and battens start
disappearing again!
don't worry Dave, it
can only get better.

ELM LODGE
MOTEL

Whilst tallcing about
FROM
Long Reef, as more
pilots come into the
PER PERSON
sport, the Reef is
seeing days that are Group Bookings Discount Available
very crowded. On a 17 Units including 5, 2 bedroom units available all with private
crowded day, expect facilities, including linen. BYO towel. 1 acre cottage gardens, 2
to be limited to the air- minutes walk to town centre. Dining room, old style country
time you'll enjoy in an cooking. BYO, or B&B $20
effort to give everyone Swimming pool, gas covered-in B.B.Q. & laundry facilities
a fair go - if in doubt
Your hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
consult with a Safety
Wood Street, Bright 3741 Ph: (057) 551144Fax: (057) 55 2208
Officer (there'S usually a few about) on the
a light and thermally Sunday afternoon.
hill. There's no agro or standover tactics inGood flying!
tended, only a genuine effort to give everyone
Away from home, Derrick Inglis has been
a fair go.
benefiting
from his new found freedom from
RC's have now been banned at Long Reef.
executive chores, and flew at record speed
It appears that the Council stopped them due
around a triangle course at Forbes, averaging
to a complaint from the Golf Course and the
30
kph over 120km. Unofficially that is - get
fact that a few of them didn't carry insurance.
yourself
a barograph Dezza!
It seems that the few have spoiled it for the
rest. We don't want to go the same way, so if
you're not financial, then you're uninsured so don't bother turning up.
Well, that's a quick one for this month, just
to fill you in - I'm still doing battle for the
Expo and about to go and hit the breeze in the
Combat 2.
See you at the next meeting, 1st Tuesday of
the month at the Dee Why Hotel, Pittwater
Road, Dee Why - ALL WELCOME. In the
meantime ....
Fly High and Keep Safe
Jolin H ajje, President.

Stanwell Park Snippets
Well, there hasn't exactly been an abundance of flying days, but when it's been on,
it's been on! Brett Atlcinson recently flew to
Macquarie Pass and back to Port Kembla on
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This edition of Snippets is appearing shortly
after our Xmas party: if you're having
problems focussing for any length of time, we
hope you recover soon. And congratulations
in anticipation to any Newcastle Club pilots
who did good in our leg of the Newcastle vs
Stanwell Park compo
'
Ok, we hate to harp on so, but we do love
our site, so ... with many visitors likely to
arrive at Bald Hill for a fly this summer, we
would like to include a few safety reminders
here.
Recent incidents have seen: two tandem
gliders talcing off in the face of squalls and
having to land out at Garie; a paraglider talcing
off in the face of a Southerly and getting
blown over the back, narrowly missing
telegraph wires; yet another paraglider landing on top of hang-gliders setting up on the
point; a non-HGFA member flying tandem in
an uncertified tandem glider and landing
smack in the middle of a very full lagoon; a
very novice pilot flying in conditions tending
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State, Club & Region News continued ...
North East and getting rotored into trees
North of Hel1 Hole. All in the last month,
which has been a quiet one!
YET NO INJURIES!! This "luck" cannot
hold out. The common denominator in al1 bar
one of these accidents has been failure to
understand or respect weather conditions, and
the cause of the other incident is a complete
lack of co-operation and respect for safety.
If you're new to the site please don't hesitate
to ask a local Safety Officer or experienced
pilot for advice before you fly, especial1y if
conditions are not ideal - if it's strong, very
South or tending North-East.
The bottom landing area (the chute) is becoming fairly tricky to land in, given any
conditions but East. As the reclamation area
grows bushier, the air in the chute gets more
chundery when there's even a hint of South in
the wind. As the wind turns ENE, the lower
cliffs can provide significant rotor in the
chute. At the same time, the beach inspector
is getting hotter and hotter under the collar as
gliders land outside the "designated" landing
area, ESPECIALLY ON WEEKENDS
WHEN THE BEACH IS CROWDED. The
safest place to touch down is right at the beach
end of the chute, where the air is clean.
Remember the rule about novices flying on
weekends only, without their instructor's permission given to him or her on the hil1 before
launching? Until you can consistently land at
the end of the chute, DO NOT FLY when the
beach is busy. Even the most experienced

pilots have problems dodging the crowds on
weekends. It seems Wol1ongong City Council are suffering minor heart attacks over this
issue.
On the subject of paragliders: they are here
to stay, like it or not, so a little co-operation
might go a long way. If you see a paraglider
trying to launch in anything more than a
breeze, offer an anchor (you don't need to be
an experienced pilot to do this) or if necessary
suggest the pi lot re-assess the conditions.
And if you see one coming in to land on the
point on a busy day, don't stand there watching and waiting for an incident - shout out and
clearly gesticulate towards the beach.
We dream of a Snippets with no incidents
to report so we can be jovial and tell you all
the good thing; about flying at Stanwell Park
- and the majority of pilots are sensible and do
have fun. But safety must come first. We're
progressing quickly with the new site guide,
and members of the club are becoming more
confident in approaching unfamiliar faces or
pilots who "could have done better". So let's
keep at it, be aware, and be able to relax
happily at home after the next big day's
flying.
Yours naggingly
The Snippets Team
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
Firstoffwe have to say goodbye to Fred and
Jennifer Wilson who are off home to Canada
on 18th December. Fred has been an active
member of our Club for the past year attending nearly al1 of the meetings and a number of
our club organised fly days and being the
driving force behind the parachute clinic held
in August. On behalf of all the club members
I wish them both wel1 and I hope we will get
to see them again some day.
The November meeting will be a flying
weekend in the Capertee area held over Saturday 5th and Sunday 6th December. Two of
our members namely Nigel Felton and paul
Kirnon have been working hard in this area to
open up some new sites. A ramp was built
last year but destroyed over the winter. A new
T/O area has been established and we have
good relations with the local land owners
which is vital because both T/O and the bomb
out paddock are owned through private land.
A BBQ is planned for the Saturday night.
My trusty GTR is up for sale (see market
place). I have been flying that Glider for 5
years now and feel that it is about time to
update a bit.

Sjostrom model VAl Vario-alt microprocessor/linear design
Smart features plus a fully analogue variometer
High performance, concise operation, intuitive controls
» Light
» compact
), resilient
» shower-resistant
), -130 x 90 x 45 mm
» 360 gms including batteries
» housing profiled for true speed-bar
mounting (includes clamp)
» or comfort-fit, thigh-mount housing
for para-flight
» also adapts to most side-bar clamps
» panel mountable as well
Altimeter
» 20,000 x 5 ft increments
» adjustable over full range
» QNH facility
» Max-min altitude recorder
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Responsive vario
»
+1500 to -1000 fpm plus switched 12
second averager
» dual response (vario 1 & 2) - "Vario2" is internally adjustable
» super audio: pitch/pulse modulation
for best audio resolution
» variable sink tone to approximately
300 fpm, fixed tone thereafter
» easy in-flight alarm point setting
»
'Mylar' audio transducer (no inadequate piezo here!)
» efficient audio processor provides
high audio level forlowbattery drain
» five volume levels plus ' OFF'
» main plus reserve battery
» electronic battery switching
» auto power down (after -12 minutes
stationary)
Easy operation - preferred instrument settings are confinned on digital display and

SKYSAILOR

are retained in memory during powerdown.
Designed, produced and supported in
Australia with expert backup.

* Genuine two-year warranty *
Introductory price $A 695 inc. delivery
with 14 day money back guarantee
No hidden extras - price includes mounting accessories (specify hang glider or
paraglider), two 'Duracell' 9V alkaline
batteries, padded bag, manual.

Sjostrom Electronic Systems
12 Krieg Street
Nuriootpa South Australia 5355
Tel: 085 623313 day/evening
Inter: + 61 85623313
Please phone to enquire or reserve
Cheque, bankcard, mastercard, vISa
welcome
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There will be no December meeting. The
next time the club will meet will be Tuesday
26th January 1993. Venue yet to be decided.
If you are a pilot in the Lower Blue Mountains
or Western Sydney area and you would like
to attend that meeting, ring me on 623 6961
and I'll tell you where the meeting is taking
place.
On behalf of the club I wish all pilots a
Happy Christmas and an exciting and safe
flying year in 1993.

David Middleton, President LBMHGC

Also the club has been busy doingPR work.
A Working Bee was organised at Pig Hill to
help Tim Webb on his farm, clean up fallen
timber, that has been harbouring rabbits. This
looked an impossible task when we first saw
the area to be cleared, but a good turnout of
12 - 13 people for the entire day, transformed
the valley into many piles of timber ready for
burning off. Tim was pleased at the amount
of work we accomplished, and we all felt
pretty good about a job well done. At the end
of the day we all enjoyed some good bush
tucker around the fire, chin wagging about the
good old days when Time used to fly .
At Lake George some of us put in a few
hours one afternoon spraying tussock grass
for Bob 0 'Sullivan, with a bit more to do yet.

Hi! A quick report from your Capital City.
At last we have seen a break in the weather,
giving us a chance to get some flying done.
All our local sites have produced good days,
Pig Hill and Spring Range thermalling, and
Lake George has been great for late afternoon
soaring on the smooth sea breeze.

While we were at Lake George on Sunday,
waiting, waiting, waiting for the sea breeze to
come in, we started to do some more spraying.
A young guy came over and queried as to what
we were doing, we talked for a while about
the site and how we used to fly next door and
on the South side of Geary's Gap, but the land
owners stopped us flying there. He then introduced himself as Saw Dollimar, son of the
owner of the neighbouring property. We explained to him that the area we had to take off
and land in was very tight and if we could take
off and land on his side of the fence it would
make it a lot safer for everyone. He seemed
quite keen to allow us to fly there again, and

said he would speak to his family about the
problem and get back to us as soon as possible.
Isn't it amazing what a little PR can do.
When I started flying about twelve months
ago, I was told we would never regain these
sites. We now have Spring Range, Lake
George and maybe more.
The club is organising a Balloon Drop for
the Canberra Festival next year, in association
with the Balloon Festival. It is anticipated
that six pilots will be released at one minute
intervals, and will land on the lawns of the old
Parliament House. Anyone who has had experience in this type of thin, especially release
system, I would be pleased to hear from.
Peter Muffet is organising a parachute
repack night, with a qualified repacker, the
date to be advised in the newsletter (Air Mail).
Xmas Part invitations have gone out this
month to all members and land holders for a
BBQ at Spring Range on November 28, at
Spm. A sort of fly-in BBQ - should be great.
We have put in an order for NW 18 Ks. Be
there or be square.
Well that's it, I've got to go, heaps happening here very weekend, if anyone wants to
come down, it is a great place to fly, give us
a call.
The Award this month for the Stuffed Bird:
peter Muffet nominated Gary Lilley for
walking up and down Spring Mountain.

STOP PRESS!!! Towing Trikes!!!
Australia's first legal towing trike is now available
Pe&asus XLT (XL Tu&')750 fpm while towing, in-flight trim 26-50 mph
The most advanced towing trike yet built. Be quick, phone for an information packilge.

11

11

Pella sus Quazar 2 582 LN COl "The Limousine" with cruise control -low noise model is unbelievably quiet
Pellasus "Q " 2nd In World Championshlps this year. Unbeatable cross country performance and handling
with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEW Export ModeL it's even better!!
Pellasus "XL" the recreational pilots' and Training Schools ' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq ft of
magic. Every serious training facility needs at least one of these.

Bandit the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going Interstate or just Impressing people.
The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value~ from $13,850 - they are fully backed with spares.
11

11

Skylink ZA Hornet side by side seating, a brilliant trike with superb rough air ability. Fully
optioned. Reduced from $28,000 to clear at $18,500 (only 1 left)

nHAS c:;
nn \'8'

Cha~er S th~ world champion single seater. "A tlexwing
expenence that IS hard to beat"
~

We also have a number of good used aircraft available for those who
~
want a legal 95.32 2-seater. Prices from $9,800
--Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test tlown to ensure~
~ou make the right choice. Phone for an information package and to arrange a test flight
In your area .
Don 't forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you
can get, with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1200
or your IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights . Ex-stock $575.00

-"'.-.1*1

Phone John Goodrich for all the latest in trike products and training
Special deals available to flying schools - phone for information

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
Bid 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
Ph: (03) 587 5975,Mobile 018336346
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State, Club & Re ion News continued ...
Gary nominated Peter for leaving him on
top of the hill.
Shaun nominated John Wade for leaving his
paragliding harness in the landing paddock,
which required a thorough search to find in
the long grass.
John received the award.
The Ea2le Award:
Garth nominated me for s9me PR, calming
down a land owner at Lake George who was
upset that we were flying there again, so soon
after Paul's fatal accident.
I nominated Roger Lynch for beating the old
guns, by being the only pilot to reach goal at
Forbes Vintage Festival, a good effort.
Roger received the award.

Phil Robinson, President

Victoria

Remember prevention is better than cure, so
take care of yourselves, and don't forget your
Bolle's.
I was having a chat to Rob Van Der Klooster
(Vic Safety Director) and we noted the increased membership in recent times and the
corresponding increase in air traffic at some
sites. With our more crowded skies comes an
increased possibility of mid airs. This increased possibility can be negated by being
more alert, clearing your turns, and observing
air rules. Both NSW and QLD had mid airs in
1992 so let their experience be our lesson. A
wise person learns from the mistakes of others
and that person is even wiser if they have a
long memory. Collision is first on the list of
reasons pilots choose to wear parachutes.
BUANGOR SITE RULES UPDATE
This site is rated STRICf ADVANCED,
and parachutes and two way communication
are compulsory. So don't fly from Buangor
unless you are the holder of an ADVANCED
PILOT RATING and are equipped with a
PARACHUTE and UHF CB.
This is a sensitive site and these conditions
of use must be observed.
Fly safe, John Twomey, Secretary

VHGA Committee Report

PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE
Skyhigh Paragliding Club
The first Victorian Paragliding Open was
held in the Bright area in early November. It
was a big turnout with nearly 50 pilots signing
on to fly including some of the country's
hottest. It's a pity the weather wasn't better
because only two rounds were completed.
There was some good flying in the "A" Grade
camp with Goal being reached by Fred Gungl,
Rick Wilson, Brian Webb, Gary Stevenson,
Ian Ladyman, Bernie O'Riley, Cameron
Young and Rick Wilson. It is proposed to
finalize the Vic Open by using the first two
rounds of the Australian Open as the Final
scoring rounds of the Vic Open, all competitors will be notified ifthat plan is possible.
Hamish Barker was the winner of the clubs
flight-of-the-month award, with a flight from
Bright Hill to Freebery. Young Hamish is
flying very well at the moment. Remember his
a novice pilot on a fairly basic wing. That's 3
months in a row that a Pro Design Wing as
won our club comp - not bad eh!
The birds have been seen flying south for
the summer. As the winter snows cover the
Swiss Alps Phil and Sam are back in town for
the Aussie summer - welcome back. We all

Well Christmas is only a week away, so we
wish all of you and your families and friends
a happy and a safe Christmas and New Year.
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look forward to seeing you and hearing what
you have to say about the Euro flying scene Phil is now flying the new Swing AXIS.
Rumour as fact department - Charley is
setting up a Paragliding club based on the
West Coast and Edel no doubt. It's good to
see the sport is in such a rapid growth stage
and we wish the West Coast flyers well.
Finally a couple of safety issues to watch.
Pilots flying at the Flinders Bowl site should
be aware of the strict local rules that apply.
These rules are in your site guide and are there
for your safety and enjoyment when flying.
People's memories are short but let me
remind you that there has been a mid air
collision between paragliders in the Flinders
Bowl - we do .not want another one. It is
everyones responsibility to regulate safe
flying wherever you fly.
Secondly watch out for un-insured overseas
pilots this summer. They must not fly at our
sites. Remember the huge and on-going problem a visiting pilot caused when he hit spectators last year - he was un-insured and we had
to wear the consequences. It cost us plenty,
not to mention the serious injury to an innocent member of the public. Visiting pilots
must not fly without HGFA insurance cover,
please advise them of their responsibilities
and put them in touch with Ian German or an
Instructor .
Keep it up,

Robin Gauld.

The SAHGA Saga

SAHGA

By the time you read this the State Comps
will have ended. At the time for writing, it's
neck and neck between Space & Blenky at the
top with only 200 pts separating the next 3, so
it could be anyone's. Conditions for the 4
rounds flown so far have been fairly marginal,
ranging from 25kt winds to totally overcast
days with only one thermal. Goal has only
been achieved on one day so far.

Channel 7 captured numerous eagle attacks at
IIIawarra Hill on their glide-cam, which made
the news and a few other programmes. They
didn't get to use their helicopter much, but
would have done if pilots had been prepared
to take off. Peter Hood (not in the comp)
showed us all the way to the go by being the
only one to get away before the wind changed.
That makes two days which have been wasted
due to pilots waiting for "someone else" to
take off first. Unfortunately, there is a severe
shortage of "someone elses" this year.
There has also been a fairly serious accident
this compo Birgit was landing out in strong
conditions and ended up with the glider upside down and a stable fracture of one of her
neck vertebrae. Luckily she was well enough
to walk to help although of course with any
spinal injury the important thing is not to
move! What was originally described as a
sore neck could have been a whole lot more
serious. If in doubt, get it checked out - by a
medical professional. Best of luck for a
speedy recovery to Birgit.
Another incident to hit the State Comps was
a driver's strike. A lot of it seems to be due to
misunderstandings or breakdowns in communications, but the drivers' main complaint
seems to be that they are being taken for
granted by the pilots and no gratitude (or
gratuities) have been offered to them.
Everyone has a different arrangement with
their driver (it's a free country, after all) but
perhaps the best advice is to find out what (if
anything) you are expected to contribute
towards a vehicle's (and its driver's) running
costs before you step into it.
Meanwhile, down on the coast, yet more
media coverage has been had. One fine weekday in late October a couple of whales were
sighted basking off Ochre Pt. The news
helicopter managed to fit in a subliminal shot
of some jellyfish who were training there at
the time. Also at Ochre recently, Gary Fimeri
had a whale of a time when a photographer
from the Council turned up to get some shots
for the annual report. The trouble was that it
had to be looking into lill council area and it
wasn't soarable on that part of the hill.
On the triking front, Michelle and Ben have
taken delivery of a 2nd hand Quasar, which
goes extremely well by all accounts. Chris
Charters has completed and flown his 95.10
trike as well. Rick Wilson, retired PG instructor and now comp pilot of leisure has been
over to the Vic PG Open I believe.
Condolences to Shane Kellet, who has discovered that he has a porous canopy and will
be unable to fly it anymore.
Bye 4 now,

Willie WhipstaLl

Nevertheless, we have had some good
publicity for the event on TV and in the press.
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Aussi~Born

has it all
Test fly the latest .oange of
AkhOlone glidc.os at
Stanwell Pmok

D Blitz 137, 146 and 155
D Sting 118 and 154
We cmory a full.oange of
spa.ocs fOlo all Airhorne
gliders

D

Glider/harness
package deals with the
popular Danny Scott
Racer or Twister
harnesses
Accessories:

D

I com radios, training
wheels, lycra speedarms, custom made
flying suits, steel
carabiners, Sjostrom
varios, map fairings
and more.

Call in to see Danny
or Kerry Scott at:
7 The Drive
Stan well Park NSW
2508
or

Phone
042943240

averager adjustable sink alarm QNH function main &
reserve battery giving approx 50 hrs flying time ph
Len 068 537220
XACT II harness ex cond black & blue 6'1 ' $550 ph
023876105
Alrcotec Allbiliaiti/Vario v accurate built-in timer &
computer $500 ph 02 7582993
Foil Combat (int) 20 mths old 80 hrs airtime extra
half batten comp sleeves new wires mauve & lime
US & Foil manual + profile flies great $2500 ono also
Ball 851 varlo 1ft increments perf cond 20 mths old
$500 also
Camelback drinking sYlltemll $60 also
Oxygen System XCR 480 It with accessories from
Mountain High equip USA graphite carbon fibre bottle the most commonly used system for hang gliders
$550 ph Brett Atkinson 02 7715259
XS 142 (exp int) 10 mths old low hrs excond pink LE
black grey pink US 70/75 tubing (Swiss) makes it
great to ground handle & perfect in -flight control for
the small pilot $3200 ono also
Hamess Scorpion European bodybag suitable for
5' -5'2' pilot i.e. the short variety fair cond make an
offer contact Jo 042 942430
Stellar 25 (int) top cond with harness $3000 also
1152 World Beater (int) in top cond $800 ph Danny
Scott 042 943240

LOST I!!

Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond blue & white $1000 ph Ian
042941857

Mission 170 fluoro pink LE turquoise & sky blue US
sky blue keel pocket speed bar taken from
Beaudesert 8 November contact Kelvin Campbell
066721719

Foil 152C (int) ex cond 12 mths old purple & flu oro
yellow US white TS spare uprights an absolute steal
for $2800 ph Ian 042 941656

OVERSEAS
Airwave Voodoo 29 m 2 brand new only 2 test flights
fluoro yellow with white stripe $4lloo ono incl delivery
to Australia ex Munich also
Barograph Lelmkueler PC FAI approved $600 also
Briunlger P3 varlo $600 contact Alex de Waal
Ph/Fx Munich Germany 089 8416149

NEW SOUTH WALES
For Sale 11987 Toyota Tercell station wagon 4wd
air con tow bar racks new tyres & rear brakes 29-31
mpg loaded with gliders well maintained for sale on
or before December 18 for $10,000 well maintained
carwhose owner is returning to Canada Rego to April
RNM 220 ph 02 8722336
Altair 145 (int) unique double surface glider white MS
red white gold US bargain for smaller pilot $800 ph
Matt 066 853695
XS 155 (exp int) grey LE with fluoro yellow US v clean
sail flies great with exceptional glide king post hang
a bargain at $1900 ph Greg 066 280356 will freight
Foil C 152 (int) ex cond exchange forgd intglider ph
Ross 049 431900,018687020
GTR 151 Racer (int) in v gd cond 1 spare upright
$900 ph 048 411794
Gyro 180 (nov) multi-coloured LE incl cocoon harness suit 5'1 0'-6' spare uprights $940 ono also
Foil 1508 (int) yellow LE white TE speed bar etc
$1200 ono both in exc cond ph 02 4889417, 02
2406091
American Hang Gliding magazines wanted May to
September 1991 inclusive, must be in v gd cond ie
covers & centrefolds intact $10 per magazine -I 'm
serious, no mucking about ph Bruce C/- Shirley 066
858147 AH
Para glider Falhawk Neo 24.5 sq m canopy rainbow
tips ex cond 30 hrs airtime $2300 ph Geoff 042
941898
Airwave Calypso 185 (int) white MS yellow LE
rainbow US gd cond $1500 ph 042 941898
Bargain Christmas Sale - XS 155 (int) only $2000
also
Instruments Llndaay Ruddock varlo & digits I alUmeter $250 also
Pod ham.. s suit 5'9'-6' $100 ph Justin 049 886146
Moyes Mission 170 (int) low hrs white MS blue LE
v gd cond + harness suit 178-182cm $1800 ono ph
Ivan L 02 3654905
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Moyea GTR 1152 VG (int) red LE yellow & white sail
fully faired new lower side wires gd cond $850 no
offers for inspection at St Marys ph David Middleton
02 6236961 AH or weekends (see photo page 6)
Paragllders: Voodoo 23 $3800 ono also
Voodoo 215 $3800 ono also
Athlete 9.5 + harness $2600 also
Neo 10.5 + harness $2600 ph Mark 042 614570
GTR 1152 (int) red LE & white MS gd cond $500 02
6230585
Moyes Mission 170 (int) multi-{;oloured 15 hrs flying
time ex cond $1800 ono (cost new $3000) ph 02
9974916 peripheral Sydney
Foil 1508 Racer (int) with comp sleeves in LE. This
glider is in ex cond & has low hrs; it hasn't been flown
for over 2 yrs. Must sell, a steal at only $1000 also
Mars 170 (nov) ideal 1st glider gd cond new side
wires & A-frame $600 ph Mark anytime 018 424760
Foil 1 t50B (int) white with red strips on US flies well
suit int pilot + cocoon harness 5'10' -6' $600 or best
offer ph Bob 049 499199
Altair 1155 (nov) blue/white, ball tips fully zippered
bag as new cond suit nov-int incl Swiss made pod
harness $1250 ph 066 857770
German hang gliding equip - Saphlr 11SC, Keller
harness, parachute, varlo/altimeter low hrs no accidents $1900 ph Erwin 047356686 after 6pm
Mars 170 (nov) blue LE white MS gd cond $700 ono
ph William 02 6920616, B/H 7360104
XS 142 (exp int) 5 mths old v gd cond 40z white TS
green" blue dk blue US power ribbed $31 00 ono also
LR 2 varlo with QNH/QFE adjustable sink lift alarms
$450 ph Darryl 066 857907
Aero 170 (nov) brand new never used fluoro pink LE
It grey MS + cocoon harness $2300 ph 02 6542140
Swap or trade Foil 150 for int or trainer in gd cond
ph 042 942212 message
Foil 150B Kevlar Race (int) flies nice & performs
great gd all round glider at a great price $1200 ana
ph 042 942212
XS 155 (exp int) fluoro green orange white recent 100
hr factory check + modified to latest specs 2 yrs old
can deliver great cond absolute bargain priced for
quick sale $1600 ph 065 540416
Blitz 1415 (exp int) kevlar mylar LE grey & red US 4
mths old ex cond $3200 ono also
Sjostrom varlo model EV vario altimeter adjustable
digital altimeter temp & press compensated varia
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Arrow II Wing 50 hrs new ex cond white MS grey LE
blue US flies beautifully $2000 also
Bullet Chute never used as new $1000 also
1 x Walter Ditel Air Band VHF radio as used by
NATO extended band coverage built to MIL specs
fully water proofed 9 mths old cost $2500 sell $700
ph Luke 02 8745260
Sting 11515 (int) blue LE white TS grey & white US gd
cond couple of pack up rubs fastto set up! $2000 ono
also
Wedgy hamesll grey/fluoro yellow as new $400 ono
also
Silver XC Bagll UV resistant & waterproof special
from Japan made to order for your glider price $140
ph Lee on 065 565265
Marll 150 (nov) v gd flying cond suitable for novice
$1400 ph 042 942584
Paragliders: CometCXII32 sq m suitable for nov-int
used only 12 times in perf cond $3100 also
Fireblrd Ninja 27 sq m 80 U.v. hours still in gd cond
$3000 ph 042 942584
Wanted PA Chute approx $200 ph 063 531239
Aero Race (int) 1 yr old low hrs pink mylar LE & TE
white TS purple grey & white US immac cond $2400
ph Matt 02 9237620 W, 4165104 H
GTR 175 (int) blue LE yellow US red & white MS ex
cond new wires flies well gd trike wing $600 ph
Andrew 067 654520 AH, 018 416258 BH
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
Foil 155 (int) excond low hrs extras incl radio $1350
ph 02 9583419
Airborne Wlndllports Buzzard pod long range
tanks Arrow" wing big wheels trailer new 503 extras
ex cond $7500 neg ph 068 521985 AH
Marll 170 (nov) gd cond new side wires green & wh
$1000 ph Mick Thomas 049 622423
Aero 150 (nov) gd cond 17 hrs airtime 1 spare upright
$2000 also
Air Support front entry pod lite harness suit pilot
155-165 em (5'- 5'5') $400 also
Ball 1552 va rio 2 yrs old ex cond (owner has new
model) $450 ph Anna or AI on 049 430674 AH
Racer (exp int) + harness $600 tight sail built for 1st
state 1988 exhibition all grey GTR 162 faircond spare
airfoil upright fitted with round uprights 15 hrs on side
wires plus Dart harness grey & yellow gd cond suit
5'11 ' - 6'2' ph 043 327596 AH
Moyell Mlllllion 170 (int) pink LE dk/lt blue US speed
bar low airtime ex cond only $2000 also
Pod harnellllige blue with pink stripes as new $350
also
Electrophone TX475S used once only $450 or
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NSW, Vic ph Bill or Jules 070 511557
Airborne Edge 582 gd cond 120 hrs ASI CHT
tachometer hour meter compass & altimeter with
subscale asking $15000 ph Nev Hoger 079577142
Mission 150 (int) ex cond great colours no flutters 70
hrs total airtime $1700 ph 07 2733489
Quit Sport Sale - Danny Scott Racer Harness ex
cond suit 57'-5'10' med build $530 ono also
Moyes Pod med $220 also
Lindsay Ruddock Varlo/A1t1meter adjustable sink
alarm ONH barometer etc base bar or upright mounting ball clamp with faired adaptor $350 ono all must
sell consider offers 079 793414
Blitz 146 Kevlar camp model (exp int) grey red &
white sail winner of Gillies comp 35 hrs as new $3650
also
Moyes XS 155 (exp int) king post hang $1900 also
Paragllder CXII 21 high perf grey with fluoro green
red & yellow flashes on underside 32 hrs total time
as new with deluxe comet harness four riser system
$3500 ph Gerry 070 341451
Bug Harness $250 ono also
Foil 1408 make an offer ph Marg 070 553343
Blitz 155 (exp int) kevlar ex cond 3 mths old lilac &
fluoro orange US $3300 ph Geoff Tulloch 075
916042

Tony Nemec flying in the Austrian Alps - pJ Nemec
$2650 for the lot (incl free helmet) ph Oliver 02
5249750 or 7492624
lTV Meteor 103 as new for pilot 78 - 95 kg $3200 R
retail $4200 Advance also
lTV Meteor Gold 23 as new for pilot 48 - 70 kg $3500
R retail $4800 Advance also
lTV Rubis 30 20 flights for pilot 75 - 95 kg $3500 R
retail $4600
These prices incl bag & harness for details ph Antoine
02 5503499, 9am - 6pm Mon - Sat
Aero 170 (nov) Red LE white US ex cond complete
with Podllte harness suit 6' pilot $2650 ph 02
8681635

sleeves incl bargain of the month at $3500 ono also
Foil Combat 152 (int) ex-Carl Braden Worlds glider
'91 extra battens & sleeved LEs white LE grey &
fluoro yellow US some faclory sail repairs structurally
A 1 still flies great as is only $2200 ono also
Foil Combat 139 (int) white LE yellow & pink US
immac less than 25 hrs quick sel-up as no intermediate battens sleeved LEs (removable) good buy
at $3600 ono also
Vision Eclipse 184 (Suncoast) (Int) purple LE blue
& while US aerofoil safe-edge uprights great handling
low cost intermediate glider for the larger pilot priced
to sell at $1350 ono also
Mission 170 (int) grey LE orange US gd cond $1900
ono ph Peter Bolton (08) 3261599 all hrs

Foil 160B (int) in gd cond white TS
white/orange/black US $1100 ph Mark 071 623255
XS 142 (exp int) It blue scrim LE fluoro pink & green
US in perf cond low hrs incl handbook &batten profile
with tip leavers etc also
LR3lnstruments, CG 1000 harness to suit5'9' -6'l'
pilot with PA chute package deal $3700 or will
separate call for separate prices glider can be seen
or test flown Gold Coast area ph 076 951717 & have
a chat
Foil 152C Combat (int) orange LE orange & white
US only flown 10.5hrs in past14mths excond $2700
ono ph Steve 075 703339
XS 142 (exp int) fluoro pink & white scrim LE power
rib TE v low hrs must sell $3200 ono also
Sjostrom Instruments v gd cond owner upgrading
to new model must sell $450 ph Fran 079 415995 W,
574330 H leave message

Foll17OB Full Kevlar Race (adv) ex cond suit larger
pilot ready for comp season $1650 also
Sjostrom varia just retested by Phil himself suit new
buyer $350 ph 02 5262133 fax 02 5403495

Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon while MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg

Moyes Mission 170 (int) special gold LE white MS
incl batten profile owner's manual only 4 hrs airtime
properly stored in ex cond $1800 ph John 02
5708017 H, 2286753 B

Apco HI-lite 26 gd perform wing to getthose lstfew
hrs of experience before you go buy something 'hot'
$900 ono ph 08 2967302 leave mess for Richard
Golden

Skyllnk Trike side-by-side seating full instrumentation incl compass, VSI 40 hrs from new all white in ex
cond $17000 incll0 hrs training ph Joe 066 842616

Flight Design "Hot Dream" Paragllder 22.8 sq m
to suit pilot 50 - 80 kg harness & carry bag low hrs
immac cond $2700 also
Mayday Plus Reserve $400 ph Roger 08 2692857

Foil 1608 (int) red white & black v gd cond new
uprights $950 also
Cocoon harness suit 6' with parachute & varlo
$300 also
Bandit purpose designed trainer kite v like Mars gd
cond new uprights & new side wires with trapeze type
prone harness $250 ph Julian 071 611303 BH ,
611784AH

Foil 139 Combat (lnt) white MS & LE lime green &
purple US 18 mths old ' A Beauty' $2500 ono Birgit
083845742,082230230 ex 6888 W or 08 2721337

GTR 175 (int) mint cond rainbow TS white US low
hrs ph Cameron 07 3978060 AH or 24 hr paging
service 07 8363014

GTR 1152 Race (exp int) gd cond flies well navy LE &
It blue US spare speedbar & 5 uprights must sell just
$750 ph Chris 02 4276252
XS Easy (Int) blue LE orange & yellow US faired king
post gd cond $1950 ono ph Regina 028583222 W,
3142481 H
Exchange XS Easy (int) gd cond around $1950
willing to exchange for Aero Racer or Sting of similar
value & gd cond ph Regina 02 8583222 W , 3142481
H
World Beater 151 (inl) gd cond $800 ono ph 066
884148

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Fall 152C (int) lale model sleeved LE 19 hrs lopcond
$2800 ono ph 08 3816494 or 3220813
Payout Winch towbar or tray mount with rope &
safety pressure off feature also
Go Ballistic, Second Chanz pocket rocket chest
mounted with hand deploy option deploys your chute
in less than 1 second brand new ph Chris 08 3220813
Fall Combat 152C Mk II (int) definitely the besl buy
this season only 4 hrs has USHGA package sleeved
LE & extra comp half battens designer colours & tiger
stripes, many olher extras incl ph Chris for delails 08
3220813 all hrs
Wills Wing Aerobatlc Cocoon harness suit 5'6' 5'11 ' as new ph Chris 08 3220813
Foil Combat 152 (int) wilh brand new sail in your
choice of colours! as good as a brand new glider LE
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QUEENSLAND
GTR 148 (int) faired
kingpost & down tubes
speed bar white MS It blue
LE red US & keel pocket +
batten profile also Moyes
pod, parachute & helmet
selling up to go overseas
$1200 ph Chris Evans 075
998123 H, 899899 W

~~
Ltd_
Pty.

SAFETY ADVICE

XS 155 (exp int) grey LE
with fluoro yellow US v
clean sail flies great with
exceptional glide king post
hang a bargain at $1900
ph Greg 066 280356 will
freight
Moyes Mission 170 (novint) blue LE canary yellOW
& while US superb glider
forthe nov pilot who needs
to go higher & further. All
nuls & bolts brand new
price $1400 also
Cocoon harness really
comfy 5'8 ' -5 '11' $200
freight anywhere in Old,
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Blitz and Sting XC pilots are adllltllJd to
cfuJck tfuJ security of tfuJ grub screws In
the A F",me comer fitting whilst
pref/ighting the gilder.

ATTENTION
BLITZ and STING XC OWNERS
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XS 189 (exp Int) blue red & black with fins 10 mths
old 50 hrs in extremely gd cond sacrifice for $3300
will freight anywhere ph 070 563333
Payout Winch car or trailer mounted v little use incl
1800 ft of towline Ron Huxhagen designed $750 ph
070563333
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE flu oro
lemon white MS blue & orange us $2100 one ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
CG 1000 harness & parachute both in as new cond
Harne•• blue/White with yellow flash suit med build
5'10' - 6'2' price $650 for both or will separate ph Ron
07 2086604 H, 2657944 W
Blitz 155 (exp int) purple LE pink & blue US white TS
ex cond $3000 also
Ma.talr altimeter & varlo as new $450 also
Skywatch wind speed indicator new cond $100 also
Water proof glider bag to fit Moyes XS 155 $80 ph
Bryan 079 287858 AH
Mars 150 (nov) faircond 2 batten patterns avail $750
also
Marl 170 (nov) gd cond from $500 ph 079 793414
Combat 152C (int) gd cond 2 yrs old $2500 will
consider swap + cash for near new Combat 139
(owner to purchase Combat 139) ph 079 793414
GTR Race 182 (exp int) white with blue LE fair cond
new wires $800 ono also
XS 155 (Exp int) It blue MS fluoro green & white US
in gd cond $1400 ono also
XS Ea.y (int) turquoise LE pink & purple US fair cond
$1900 ph Scott 018 755322 or 075 305036
Million 170 (int) gd cond $1500 also
Moye. Pod harness as new $300 ph Brett 075
965078 or 018 767147
XACT I harness $400 also
Combat 11152 (int) as new 18 hrs old white LE full
sleeves $3900 also
Skywatch airspeed (mph) as new $120 also
SJoltrom varlo 14 mths old $550 as new ph Laurie
075435631
Elprlt 158 (int) maroon LE & US gd trim flies well a
great glider for the pilot on a tight budget priced to
sell quickly $400 ph Ian 070 321392
Moyel Pod hamell blue $350 also
Parachute Parachutes Australia $350 also
Lltek varlo & altimeter $200 also
Moy•• GTR make an offer ph Andrew 070 514512

VICTORIA
GTR 102 Racer (exp int) batten profile + spare hang
loops 1 spare downtube & medium helmet + 2 unused log books will sell for $1000 ono ph Geoff 054
478557
Foll14OB (int) all dacron sail v gd cond $950 ph 03
8763981 AH
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Mission 170 & Delta IpOrts pod $2000 ph 03
5716364
Skyllnk Hornet 2 seat trike side by side immac only
50 hrs use full spec instruments $16500 ph 03
5848325 AH
Airborne Edge 582 LC 65 hrs ex cond $15000 ph
018336346
Pegasus Q second hand & Pegasus XL low noise
model brand new never flown $16500 each ph 03
5875975 BH
XS 155 (exp int) king post high hang all over flu oro
yellow you will be seen 2 yrs old gd cond warp LE
$2100 ph Noel 03 8893466 AH , 6912117 BH
1989 Mars 170 (nov) with less than 60 hrs total time
new side wires & new underside front & rear wires
gold LE white centre & blue TE in ex trim a joy to fly
flown mostly inland ideal novice glider owner has
moved up to high perf glider $1200 ph 03 4842954
AH ask for John
Wanted instruments ph Ray 03 5239458
GTR 182 Comp 41/2 oz sail $1000 yellow & blue
winner of Vic B Grade Championships ph Ray 03
5239458
Paragllder Stratos ClassiC 27 sq m Czech made in
'91 Class 1 gd performer suit 70-105 kg made from
fine French material 3 hrs airtime only in new cond
give away $1600 call Mick 03 7914971 late AH
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE fluoro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 082681625 transport cost neg
Beautiful lTV Meteor Gold 28 58 - 72 kg Acpul
certified yellow with purple arch v gd cond comes with
harness & back protection , handy XXL bag + spare
tape & lines $2600 ono leave message for Tristan at
Christopher Guthrie's 03 7529675
Sabre 177 x 2 (int) both in gd cond suit larger int pilot
buy one get one free $600 also
Communlca helmet headset Intercom for your
trike/ultralight/PHG or motorbike $1200 for two place
setup 'The Best' also
Icom radios: UHF IC4OG, VHF ICA20 MK II call me
for a good deal ph Glenn 060 761333
XT (nov) only been flown ONCE pink & grey ex cond
$2000 also
Foll14OB in v gd cond $1600 ono also
Moyes pod harness with chute $400 ono also
UHF radio ex cond with brand new Yaesu
microphone $450 ono ph Carol (060) 761333
Uvex helmet full face type designed for hang gliding
size M (57-58) white sent from Germany never used
$190 ph 057273224
Pegasus Q registered 95.32 two seater always
hangered as new cond only 50 hrs total time full
instrumentation price $16500 ph 03 3801292
Worldbeater 151 (int) would be one of the tightest
cleanest around has blue LE pink US have already
bought new glider will take any reasonable offer & will
trade Mission Aero etc for learner ph 03 7048564 or
018 544828 ask for Dave
GTR 182 (int) red LE white TS rainbow US v gd cond
$800 ono also
Afro Instrumentl $400 ono also
Payout winch $600 ono ph 053 346227 or 054
353260
Apco Reserve Canopy for paragliding never
deployed repacked October 1992 $400 ph Chris 03
8742233 BH , 7529675 AH
Moyes Missile 180 (int) absolutely brand new cond
flown only twice complete with batten profile chart
$700 ph Colin 03 7494457
Moyes HS (XS) 155 (exp int) less than 2 yrs old king
post hang wing tip levers grey scrim LE pink warp MS
BE SEEN BE SAFE purple US a bargain at $2300
ph Harry Summons 03 2622800 BH, 059 646055 AH
Moyes Mission 170 (int) red LE with rainbow sail
less than 10 hrs flying time always carried & stored
on padded ladder batten profile wind speed indicator
$1900 ono also

so
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Sting 154 (int) dk blue & It blue US It blue LE as new
$2700 ph 053 492845

SKYSAILOR
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Pod harness Moyes red with black stripe large (I 'm
6' tall) great cond with helmet $400 plus
Parachute lightweight only carried on one flight
never used $350 also
Radlol 40 channel Uniden hand held & car based
make me an offer will negotiate on bulk purchase.
Getting out of hang gliding sale as I've transferred to
Bahrain ph Malcolm 03 2731775 BH, 8764307 AH
Mission 170 (int) purple LE gold mid-blue US ex
cond only 12 hrs airtime won 't last long at $2200 ph
John 057 522694

Tasmania
XS Easy 155 (int) just had factory checkout gd cond
great to fly blue LE yellow & white wing faired king
post speed bar; am going O.S . $2000 ph Peter in
Tasmania 002 503344 inspect in Sydney byappt

ACT
Moyes XT 165 (nov) only 10 hrs! $2300 also
Blackhawk harness suit 5'11' near new! $375 also
Icom IC 40G radio still in box! $375 student going
broke! ph 06 2950881 be quick!
Mission 170 (int) blue LE blue & white sail $2000
also
Moyes pod suit up to 6' $300 also
Tow bridle unused $30 ph John 06 2540509
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE flu ore
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
Aero 170 (int) with Racepack ex cond grey LE white
MS fluoro yellow US $2300 also
Foil Combat 152 (int) with extended X-bar sleeved
LE grey LE white MS pink US + grey Blackhawk
front-loader harness $2400 also
GTR 182 (int) yellow LE white MS white US $300 ph
Garth 06 2477526 H, 2531844 W

WA
Mission 170 (int) near new $1950 ph Mike 09
4442569
HOT SEX - maybe better Foil 152C (int) low hrs
$3000 ph Lex 097 3445~ 1
Aero Race 170 (int) gd cond scrim LE & TE flu oro
lemon white MS blue & orange US $2100 ono ph
Brod 08 2681625 transport cost neg
Ellipse Winch complete with 1200 m towing kevlar
rope as new only used 10 times $3500 also
Para glider North Dimension 24 new blue & pink
60-a5 kg , 6.5+ glide ratio with harness Swiss made
$2700 also
Para glider North Solution 28 as new cond suit
65-90 kg 5.5+ glide ratio with harness Swiss made
$2200 also
Paragllder BLS Easy 28 gd cond 25 hrs airtime
green pink purple & yellow suit 65-90 kg 5+ glide ratio
with auto start harness French made $1800 also
Paragllder Wind orange gd cond 30 hrs airtime suit
45-a5 kg 5 glide ratio with harness $1200 also
Briiunlger Alto Varlo PII circular LCD varlometer
& digital altitude display German made $450 also
Mastalr Performance VZ variometer & digital altitude display French made $500 also
3DC Skywatch angle of inclination indicator new
Swiss made $120 also
30C Skywatch wind high performance anemometer
with fixation for paraglider $150 also
Charley 2nd Chance 84 reserve chute new $500 ph
Bert 09 3816839
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FLYTEC'S NEW RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS IS FUNCTIONAL, ERGONOMIC AND ATTRACTIVELY STYLED
- FAI-appraved baragraph (FLYTEC 3030)

Extremely easy to use

- A wide r nge af flight data can be printed out plus on-screen
data display

Integral. digital varia ,--omblned with highly sensitive flloht
JeouStlCS (ASI) for audible IrdcatlOn of the sliqhtest t errnl)ls

- Unique, analog varlometer display (FLYTEC patent l)
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For information and your nearest dealer, call Flytec AUS (03) 8369707
Made in Switzerland
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FLY T E C A G , Ebenaustrasse80 CH-6048HORW
international TEL + 41 41 47 34 24
FAX + 41 41 48 54 24
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From the top of Mt. Borah, Tamworth to the Alps of Larange,
France - your views are all important to us, and the feedback
of late has been all positi ve ...
Drew Cooper, Australian National Ladder Champion reported on the positive feedback received from a
successful demo weekend. Pilots remarked " that in rough and turbulent air, the XS gives you a secure feeli ng,
the glider remains steady and stable. The speed difference is really noticeable".
The key to this speed and stability is the stronger imported tube. This quality provides our pilots with safety
they can trust. With this confidence they have redefined the limits of performance.
Adam Hunt called the factory after the I st flight in his new XS II 155 to say " it's just the best glider I have ever
flown " .
James Houghton, Instructor of Airdreams Hang Gliding School , Canada, enthusiastically faxed to the factory
after a recent Sydney visit. " I really enjoyed spending tim e at the Moyes factory. Your company really has a lot
going for it, mainly excellent quality professional people. I was left with an impression that everyone working
there has a genuine interest in the products that Moyes manufactures and sells, an obvious desire to produce
the best possible products. "

and t he 1992 competition results say it all ...
Tomas Suchanek
Steve Moyes
Tomas Suchanek
Tomas Suchanek
Tomas Suchanek
Tomas Suchanek
Mark Tulloch
Attila Bertok
Tomas Suchanek
Alain Chauvet
Drew Cooper
Drew Cooper

1st
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
1st
2nd
1st
1st

Keep in touch . ..

XS II 142
XS II 155
XS II 142
XS II 142
XS II 142
XS II 142
XS II 142
XS II 155
XSII142
XSIII42
XS II 155
XS II 155

Flatlands, January 1992 - Forbes
Flatlands, January 1992 - Forbes
Australian Nationals, January 1992 - Tumut
Czech slovakian Nationals, May 1992 - Zi lina
European Championships, May 1992 - Norway
Pre-World, July 1992 - Owens Valley, USA
Canadian Nationals, July 1992 - Golden, B.C.
Hungarian Nationals, August 1992 - Pod Brezova
French Nationals, August 1992 - Larange
French National Champion 1992 - Larange
Eungella 1992
SE QLD Championships

Moyes D elta Gliders Pty Ltd
173 Bronte Road ,
Waverley, NSW 2024
Tel (02) 387 5622 Fax (02) 387 4472

